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An Editorial 
West Virginia, MU 
Working Together 
The Parthenon's speofal Centennial issue Is dedicated to 
100 7ean of rrowth and progress in West Virginia and, in parti-
cular, Marshall University's contribution to that growth. 
Marshall, which tracf.~ its beginning back to 1837, has been 
a vital force in West Virginia during the past century, as it will 
continue to be in the next 100 years. Our University has helped 
to prepare thousands of young men and women for positions 
of leadership in the Mountain State-highly-trained perspns who 
have filled vital roles in government, industry and commerce. 
Like their counterparts in 19 other institutions of higher 
learning in West Virginia, these men and women have been the 
core from which future progress will result as the State girds 
Itself for the tasks and challenges that lay ahead. 
Our University recognizes the challenges of the next Cen-
tennial--of preparing future generations to match the mountains 
of our State. There is an awareness and a dedication to the 
State's goal of progress and, .while we revere the past, our sights 
are set on the future. 
West Virginia has important contributions to make to the 
advance of its citizenry, the nation and the world. A century 
from now it will be able to look back and measure its many 
contributions, as will Marshall University. 
We are partners in a common goal-to mobolize our. human 
resources as well as our natural resources. The two are insepar-
able, for as our students grow intellectually so will our State. 
The foundation for the future of West Virginia already is 
beinr formed in the image of proud Mountaineers who, through 
education, can liberate hi~den talents and energies undreamed 
of today. Like the splitting of atoms, the release of this power 
promises bold new vistas in the years ahead. 
To this task Marshall University dedicates its resources and 
energies. It will not fall. It has marched side-by-side with West 
VIrrtnia for 100 years and it will not falter or lag during the 
advance into the future. 




The Next 100 Years • • • 
Our centennial year points up the necessity for an appraisal 
of Marshall's ever expanding role in the development of West 
Virginia's natural and human resources. The control and develop-
ment of our material resources both physical and esthetical must 
be given serious consideration. 
!More and more the scientifically educated youth of West 
Virginia need to concentrate on_our Sta_te's development and our 
current and long range problems. The· educational program is 
·being oriented more and more toward careers and employment 
within our great state. We need to provide employment in posi-
tions which will attract and hold the interest of our educated 
youth. 
The tremendous ,progress made in West Virginia the last quar-
ter century must be maintained at its present rate of growth else 
our most important resource will continue to be exploited, and 
other states will continue to benefit by our population losses. 
We must move toward end-product manufacture of our natural 
resources. Our scientifically trained students must unite with 
·business and management graduates to create a stable and healthy 
commercial and business climate. 
Knowledgeable citizens in the scientific-socio-economic areas 
must provide leadership in the years ahead to ma,ke West Virginia 
one of the great states in which to live, work and play. 
Let us look forward to putting new life and spirit into our 
State's development. 
The 
DEAN A. E. McCASKEY, 
College of Applied Science 
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THE PARTHENON 
Student Teachers Get Pradice 
TEACHERS COLLEGE students get actual classroom experience 
in teaching through the student teaching program. Students begin 
class observation in their sophomore year. 
Classroom Observation, 
Teaching Are ·Stressed 
Within the last two decades Marshall University has granted 
a total of 4,654 A.B. d1:!grees in teacher education, wi.fh the period 
between 1940 and 1950 witnessing graduating classes which aver-
aged 147 students and the fifties and early sixties seeing graduating 
classes which averaged 245 students. Within the last three years 
these classes numbered 284, 275 and 293 respectively. 
During this same period a total of 1,922 M.A. degrees in educa-
tion were granted. Of this total number, 800 were in school admin-
istration, 327 in counseling and guidance, 502 in elementary educa-
tion, and 273 in genera l and special areas of secondary education. 
Teacher education at Marshall 
is char acterized by a wide va-
riety of practical experiences. 
Beginning in the second year of 
undergraduate study, stud ents 
are provided an opportunity to 
o b t a i n these experiences by 
working with children and youth 
in community organizations. The 
objective for these practical ex-
periences is to help the prospec-
tive teacher learn how children 
and youth grow and develop. 
These practical experiences are 
under the supervision of a uni-
versity professor as a part of a 
course in education. · 
Students Begin Teaching 
an all-day practical teaching ex-
perience for a full semester. 
P aralleling the practical senior 
student te11ching experiences, the 
student teachers work in semi-
nar sess i o ns with university 
supervisors of student teaching 
and other university professors 
to develop a better understand-
ing betwe~n theory ari'd practice. 
These seminar sessions meet at 
a time which does not interfere 
with fulltime student teaching 
in the public schools. The _prac-
t ical s t u d en t teaching exper-
iences enable the s tudents to par-
t icipate in all teaching activities 
of the regular teachers who serve 
as the cooperating teachers. 
Co:'Op Project Started 
Another unique aspect in pro-
viding practical e~periences in 
teacher prepar ation is the co-
operative student teaching pro-
gram which has been developed 
as .an experimental project by 
Marshall in cooperation with 
counties in West Virginia and 
the State Department of Educa-
tion. In the junior year , certain 
students may participate in a 
cooperative teac h in g activity 
with a lead teacher who works 
with them in all-day teaching 
for a full semester. This exper-
ience opportun ity is planned for 
three semesters, with alternating 
semesters on the c a m p u s for 
r egular classroom study. 




An important development in 
the progress of "the state was 
made just four years ago with 
the establishment of the univer-
sity's Placement Office. 
Under the direction of Robert 
P. Alexander, a Marshall alum-
nus, this office has had pheno-
menal growth. 
H serves undergraduate stu-
dents, gradu,ating sen .i ors and 
alumni in counseling for pc1rt-
time employment or career posi-
tions. 
Last year over $500,000 were 
eairned by more than 1,000 un-
dergraduates in .part-time work 
obtained t,hrough this office. The 
students used this money to de-
f.ray part or all of the expenses 
of a college education. Thus, it 
eased a burd e n on parent's 
,purses and allowed many young 
men and women to gain a debt 
free education. Too, it can be 
said that they are learning to be 
self sufficien t and self support-
ing citizens. 
Since the servke's birth in 
1-958 more than 2,000 seniors and 
alumni have f o u n d full-time 
work and nearly 3,500 under-
graduates have found part-time 
employment through rts use. . 
A prime objective of the faci-
lity is to encou-rage West Vir-
ginians to remain in their state 
to further up g r a d e the labor 
force. Careful public relat ions is 
carried on with companies in the 
state. The office qu.ickly aids 
these industries in filling their 
m•anpower requirements. 
,Too, a constant contact is 
maintained with out-of-state con-
cerns. Information is distributed 
on West Virginia's resour ces and 
manpower supply with the ulti-
·mate objective being to enwur-
age these organizations to con-
sider West Virginia for future 
location of plant sites. 
Another important servi-ce as-
pect of the office is its work with 
the public schools. County super- I 
intendents are mailed a list of 
prospective teachers each gradu-
ation. In addition vacancy slips 
are sent each month in order that 
these county officials m ight re-
port teacher· needs dir~tly to 
the off.ice. · 
Since thfs plan has been in ef-
fect there has been a greater 
retention of our teachers within 
the state. Many graduates have 
expressed interest in obtaining 
teaching positions if the jobs 
exist. For e x a m p 1 e, last year 
Marshall sent teachers to 26 
counties in the state including 
Jefferson County in the eastern 
panhandle and Hancock County 
in the northern panhandle. 
Alexander sees expansion of 
the service in the years ahead. 
''More companies in the state 
will h ire our graduates," he said, 
"just last year Ernst and Ernst, 
a national certified public ac-
counting firm, visited campus 
for the first time. Already they 
have hired two accounting gra-
duates to assume positions in 
West Virginia. We anticipate the 
same pattern will flourish among 
tnany employers." 
During the third year of teach-
er preparation, studen ts enroll 
in an education course which 
enables ther:n to participate in 
junior student teaching exper-
ience activities in the Marshall 
Laboratory School. The pr acti-
cal experiences they receive are 
characterized by observation and 
actual teaching. These prospec-
tive teachers have the oppor-
tunity to study pupils in indivi-
dual and group activities within 
the classroom. In these situations 
the Laboratory School instructor 
demonstr ates the proper methods 
and techniques to be used in 
teaching. After a few weeks of 
observation and limited partici-
pation in classroom activities, 
the students prepare to and as-
sume responsibility for teaching 
small and large groups within 
the class. 
~tudents in elementary and 
secondary education have an op-
portunity to participate in full-
time student teaching in the pub-
lic schools during either the first 
or second semetser of the senior 
year. This opportunity provides 
Who Did The Work? 
The articles -that appear in the special Centennial Issue of 
The Parthenon were written by faculty or administrative staff 
members at Marshall University. 
Copyediting and makeup were done by students In Journa-
lism 302. Art work was furnished by Miss Nancy Brooks. 
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History Of Region Recorded In Stone 
MU Geology Museum 
Only Kind. In The State 
iUnique in West Virginia is the Marshall University Geology 
Museum, the only strictly geological museum in the state. Operated 
primarily to augment classwork in geology, it also serves the 
student body and faculty as a whole, as well as the general public, 
including special groups and students from elementary and high 
schools .of local and distant localities. 
Although the e~ibi~: are primarily geological in nature, many 
of them supplement other scientific and educational fields. In 
addition to displays of all kinds of roc~s, minerals and fossils, the 
museum contains many special fea,tures. Among these is a very 
complete gem collection containing examples of nearly .all ty.pes of 
rare and beautiful stones used in jewelry and decorative art. In 
addition to featuring the cut and polished gems, their natural coun-
. terparts as found in the ground are also shown. 
Another exhibit f ea tu res n_o_w_a_da_y_s_a_bo_u_t-fa_l_lo_u_t_p_a_rt_i_c_les-
igneous and volcanic rocks rang- from nuclear bombs and there 
ing from deeply-formed granites are some of these o~ display in 
to various types of lava and vol- the museam. 
canic ash, i~cluding a specim~? Of particular interest to many 
of Roman tile from P o m P e 11, West Virginians is the exhibit of 
which was buried by the E:rup- stones and varved clays from 
tion of Mt. Vesuvius in 79 AD. the Teays Valley. The Geology 
There is also a display. of w_ider- Department has been foremost 
ground cavern formations. illus- in research pertaining to the 
trating how these are buiJ.t by extinct Teays River which once. 
subterranean waters. flowed entirely across the state, 
T});ere are several exhibits re- as well as of the great Teays 
lating to the development and Lake which covered the site of 
evolution of life on earth, which Huntington during the Ice Age. 
are of interest from both the The history of this great river, 
geological and biological aspects. which existed long before the 
Fossils from many _parts of world, Ohio River was born, and of the 
ranging from primitive single- glacial lake which preceded the 
celled pro to z o a and worms development of America's five 
through the higher orders of in- Great Lakes, is an epic resulting, 
vertebrates and ·mammals to in large part, from independent 
those of man himself, are shown. field work and research carried 
Among these is one relating to on over a period of years by 
the evolution of the horse from faculty and students of the Geo-
the tiny, four-toed ea r 1 i est logy Department. 
species to the· large, single-toed The story of the Teays River 
form of modern times. Another is one of the most fascinating 
illustra,tes the development . of portions of the geological history 
the elephants from small pig- of West Virginia and the entire 
like ancestors to the great mam- Appalachian region. The river 
moths and mastodons of ,the Ice originated some 200,000,,000 years 
Age. A partial specimen of one ago after the Appalachians were 
of the latter found in West Vir- first formed from upUt of the 
ginia is included. A special ex- sea bottom that once covered 
hibit of "Index Fossils" illus- the entire region. The river rose 
trates how various extinct spe- in the Blue Ridge Mountains of 
cies of plants and animals are North Carolina and followed a 
used by geologists to date the north-WP.sternly thousand-m i 1 e 
rock layers in which they are course across Virginia, West 
found. Virginia, Ohio, Indiana and Illi-
For visitors who have never nois. In central Illinois it turned 
seen natural specimens of uran- southward · and entered a north-
lum, rold, silver, copper, lron, ern arm of the Gulf of Mexico 
nickel, salt, rrpsum, or other which then extended to what is 
minerals, there are some of the now the lower Mississippi Valley 
purest examples obtainable. Aa as far as southern Illinois. When 
exhibit of fluorescent minerals, the great glaciers of the Ice Age 
includlnr a blue-white diamond pushed down into the United 
in its natural state, shows just States from Canada, they reach-
how blue such a diamond really ed farthest south in Illinois. In 
Is. There is also a collection of so doing, they crossed the lower 
meteorites, po p u 1 a r l y called course of the Teays River-from 
"sJaootinr stars," that have fallen Chillicothe, Ohio, to its mouth 
~ outer space. Much ls said outh of St. Louis. At Chillicothe 
ROCKS THAT BEND, and stones that tell West Virsinla's prehistoric past, are amonr the dls,-
plays at the Marshall Georolor7 Museam-the only one of its kind in the state. EiEhiblts are opea 
daily to public Inspection free of charre. 
the towering front of the glacier 
stood as an immense wall of ice 
across the river's course, damn-
ing the upstream portion into 
an enormous lake. This lake ex-
tended from Chillfoothe, south-
eastwardly across the remainder 
of Ohio to Huntington, thence on 
•to Charleston and as far as 
Hawk's Nest state Park, a dis-
tance of some 200 miles. The 
poned water not only flooded all 
of the great Teays Valley, but 
also extended for many miles up 
the numerous tributaries of the 
Teays in either direction, giving 
the lake a very irregular shore-
line. This occurred at the time 
of earliest advance of the Ice 
Age glaciers, near 1 y 1,000,000 
years ago. 
While the lake was in exis-
tence, very fine clay particles 
that were suspended in the quiet 
waters slowly settled to the bot-
tom, forming layer upon layer 
all across the bed of the lake. 
The individual layers were very 
thin, only a mere fractio'1 of an 
inch thick, and were laid down 
in al~rnatinr I i g h t and dark 
colors. These altemating bands 
of clay look like p-owth rinrs in 
the trunks of trees and may be 
used in the same way~ count 
their ares. Each pair of light and 
dark layers is called a va"e, the 
colors representinr different de-
p-ees of oxidation of the sedi-
ments laid during wi n t e r or 
summer. By coantinr the num-
ber of va"es found in the old 
lake bed deposits, the number of 
years that the lake existed has 
been determined. 
Although these clay beds have 
been greatly eroded in the thou-
sands of years ,that h~ve elapsed 
since the Ice Age, great thick-
nesses still remain in the heart 
of the Teays Vialley where they 
total 165 feet in depth and con-
tain approximately 23,000 var-
ves. This means .that Teays Lake 
existed for at least 23,000 years, 
and probably longer, during the 
Ice Age. The lake had an -over• 
flow at the lowest point of its 
rim, which happened to be near 
I>ortsmouth, Ohio. This started 
the channel which established 
drainage for the lower portion 
of the Ohio River. 
tell the story of its f o rm e ~ 
grandeur. Today, the routes of 
the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad 
and the new Interstate 64 be-
tween Charleston and Hunting-
ton pass along the bed of the 
former lake and river. 
The story of the Tea:,s River 
and Lake Is only the last chapter 
in the -.e-lonc ceolortcal his-
tory of West Virginia. ft naUT 
begins at the bottom of the sea 
more, than half a billion yean 
aro. During the hundreds of mil-
lions of years .. which followed, 
some 50,000 feet thickness of 
sediments acculllldated on Ole 
sea floor. These hardened into 
layers of varied kinds of rocks 
which were eventually buckled 
up to fonn the Appalachian 
Mountains and th e Ir flanklnr 
formations. These r o c k · layers 
contain beds of coal, oil, ras, and 
numerous other mineral pro-
ducts, the use of which provides 
the basic economy of the sta~. A 
special exhibi.t of the Geolor7 
Museum features these various 
kinds of rocks and minerals na-
tive to West Virrinla. 
These are only a few examples 
of the many kinds of geological 
phenomena displayed and ex-
plained in -the museum. The ex-
The headwaters of the Alle-
gheny and Monongahel•a Rivers, 
which, originally flowe.d · north-
ward as tributaries of the St. 
Lawrence River, were damned 
into lakes by the glacier where 
it advanced into Pennsylvania. 
Their direction of flow was re-
versed, and they were caused to 
join at Pittsburgh. the dra,inage 
finding a pathway southward 
towards Huntington where .it en-
countered the Teays Valley lead-
ing to Portsmouth. In these ways 
the Ohio River became est~b-
lished during the Ice Age. The 
lower course of the Teays River 
had been completely buried by 
glacial deb r is; but the upper hibits · are housed in modern, 
portions, which we know today 
as the New and Kanawha Rivers, 
still flow in their original chan-
nels, haviI_lg been made tribu-
taries of the newer Ohio. River. 
Teays Lake was e v e n t u a 11 y 
dust-proof oases which are in-
dividually Hghted. Any o n e is 
welcome to visit the museum, 
which is open daily during regu-
lar school hours. No appointment 
drained away, leaving only the _.
1
is necessary and there is ·no ad-
vast deposits of varved clays to mission charge. 
Three-County Study Seeks To Help Mining Area 
Tourist services, timber pro• found in many of West Virginia's 
ducts, handicrafts, electronics, counties, Was there any hope of 
plastics, apparel, and textiles of- improvement within the borders 
fer the best oppprtunities for of the counties studied? 
small •business in :Boone, Logan The study authorized in 1960 
and Raleigh counties, according began with an evaluation of the 
to a study prepared by six .Mar- · ·existing human and natural re-
shall University professors and sources of the three-county area. 
financed tby a grant from the The 'basic resources of coal and 
Small Business Administration. timber remain · in great quantity. 
This is an example of practical Many of the people have left 
.research which Marshall hopes for . "greener pastures." Those 
to continue to produce to aid the x:emaining who were employed 
people of West Virginia. were doing quite well but the 
These. mountainous West Vir- unemployed were likely to be 
ginia counties with declining persons of few skills. Many of 
population a,nd continuous un- ·the older .persons were handi-
employment for m a n y of its capped and resigned · to a ''wel-. 
citizens are faced with difficult fare-type" of existence. Many of 
problems. These problems were the young people who were away 
from home reported -that they 
would come home if the employ-
ment situation brightened. More 
than half of the college young 
people did not wish to return to 
Boone, Logan and Raleigh cciuh~ 
ties. An attitudes study of heads 
of household revealed that in 1960 
i;nost of the unemployed under 60 
were willing to work, even tor 
small wages and that many wo-
men were available for work, if 
trained. 
Existing financial resources 
were not being used as much as 
possible to encourage local en-
trepreneurs. The banks were in 
good condition but did not use 
their funds extensively for busi-
ness stimulation. It was conclud-
ed that financial conditions could 
be improved if there was more 
informed understanding of the 
use of credit in small business 
activities. 
The study was not authorized 
to consider "luring" business in-
to the area from · across state 
lines. It recommended that em-
phasis be placed on encouraging 
local ,business initiative and ex-
pansion in the fields mention~ 
above. ·Marketing help should be 
given at the state level and edu-
cational . institutions should serve 
as resource units to aid in meet-
ing the managerial and other 
problems of small business. 
The final report was released 
on Jan. 30, 1963, and is entitled 
"New Small Busineu in a Re-
development Coal Area in West 
Virginia." , 
Participating in the study were 
Dr. Stewart, project director. and 
professor of political science; 
Dr. Mahlon Brown, assistant di~ 
rector and assis~t professor of 
social studies; George B. Corrie, 
associate professor of economics; 
Dr. Victor K. Heyman, assistant 
professor of political s c i enc e; 
Carl B. Miller, assc:iciate profea-
eor of business administration; 
and Or. . James •T. Richardaon, 
.professor of socioloi)". 
,' 
PAGE FOUR 
New Areas Open 
Speech Activities Play 
Important Campus Role 
Speech activities have long -played an important role in student 
life on the Marshall campus. Drama and debate are two activities 
that Marshall students have had the opportunity to participate in 
for many years. Now, as he state enters its second century, the 
University student has a chance to work in these areas on a scale 
never dreamed of before. And, in addition, technology has created 
the means for other activities, such as radio-television and speech 
corrction, unknown to the students a few years ago. 
Debatinc Important 
Debating has been an impor- School for Scandal,'' and the lat-
tant activity a-t Marshall since est production "Pygmalion" are 
a few. the early years of the century. 
Fifty years ago, campus debating ·But variety and balance have 
was carried on by the literary also included in the p r o g r a m 
plays like "Harvey," "You Can't societies, the Erosophians and 
the Virginians. By the mid-twen- Take it with You," "Petticoat 
Fever," "The Male Animal," and ties, as literary societies went 
out of fashion on American cam- "The Match Maker" which have 
puses, Marshall was engaging in left both the cast and audience 
intercollegiate debates. Under the with a feeling of merriment. Pro-
direction of E. Turner Stump, G. ductions of "Dark of the Moon" 
Harry Wright, and A. Otis Ran- and "Liliom" with multiple set-
son, Marshall's debate program tings have given many creative 
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. d opportunities to a large technical 
was carr1e on until World War TL·••pr Is ,., ..... , SpNc• ., •• 
Two f o r c e d suspension of the staff. I• 1 ' • • 1 II 
WMUL Took Air in 1961 
activity. ONE PHASE OF the Speech Department Is Speech Correction. Here, a speech therapist tests the 
In the thirties, two of Mar- WMUL Radio went on the air bearinc of a client while a student looks on. 
shall's notable intercollegiate or- November 1, 1961. Since that ,------------------------------------------
ators were Charles Slicer and time, it has broadcast about 385 
Tim Hollandsworth, b O t h of hours of programming. This pro-
whom were winners of the State gramming has involved the use 
Intercollegiate Oratorical Com- of hundreds of a1bums of classi-
petition. cal and popular music, about 150 
in 1947, debating was re-in- hours of sportscasting of Mar-
stalled as a speech activity at shall f o o t ,b a l l and basketball 
Marshall, under the direction of games, and the carrying of the 
B. W. Hope.I Marshall teams have Metropolitan operas live on Sat-
been in the field ~very year urday afternoons. 
since that time. High points of WMUL is on\! of the few edu-
the Marshall debate season each cational stations in the United 
year are the State Intercollegiate States completely m an n e d by 
Tournament and the regional ,students under the supervision 
and national Pi Kappa Delta of the Educational Radio and TV 
Tournaments. Director. As a result of student 
1st Plays Presented operation, the station has been 
In 1926 the Harlequin Club an able to provide interesting pro-
ear-ly Marshall dramatic org:mi- gram~ing at an extremely small 
zation, became known as College operation cost. 
Theatre, an all-college extra cur- Correction Major Offered 
ricul,ar activity. In the following The department has produced 
thirty-seven years u n d e r the two half-hour television drama-
leadership of seven directors and tic productions this past year: 
hundreds of actors and technical A Chrishnas Carol, and A Mod-
woi,kers, 150 productions have ern Christmas Carol. 
been presented. The present major in Speech 
Now known as U n i v e r s i t y Correction came into existence 
Theatre, the organization con- in 1958. The curriculum has been 
tinues to serve as a laboratory placed in .both colleges with the 
Half Century Of Growth Traced 
By Art Department At Marshall 
The Art Deparhnent of Mar-
hall University traces its be-
ginning to 1:903 with the appoint-
ment of Mr. E. E. Myers as an 
art instructor. Tlhe Marshall Col-
lege State Normal School bulletin 
for the year 1903-1904 announced 
the establishment of a Marshall 
Art School, offering courses in 
constructive design, decorative 
art, pictorial art, and free hand 
drawing. 
,As ,the years moved on into 
the twenties, the initial program 
of instruction with emphasis on 
free hand drawin-g, drafting, and 
interior decoration was largely 
modified both in aims and scope, 
and Marshall College bulletins of 
th-at time list courses in free hand 
rawing, painting, art history, 
art appreciation, d e s i g n, and 
public school art. 
During the thirties a number a study collection of o r i g i n a 1 
of significant developments oc- prints principally ,by American 
curred. Among these were the contemporary artists, a collection 
enlargement of the art depart- of color reproductions of paint-
ment staf.f to three teachers, the ings, and a collection of over 
incorporation of a specially de- eight t housand colored and black 
signed art exhibition gallery in and white slides. 
the James E. ·Morrow Library, In the thirties Marshall Uni-
completed in 1930, the initiation versity received as gift from the 
of a regular schedule of art ex- C a r n e g i e Foundation of New 
hibitions, and the enlargement of York City, a collection of over 
art teaching materials and re- two hundred basic books, twenty-
sources. five hundred photographs, and 
A steady increase in instruc- numerous c o l o r reproductions. 
tional equipme.nt and materials Recently the s a m e foundation 
has continued until students now subsidized a purchase by the de-
enrolled in the art department partment of 1,500 color slides on 
can carry on ,projects in ceramics, art in the United States. 
the graphic arts, and enamelling, 
in addition to painting and sculp-
ture,. Included in the depart-
In serving the needs of our stu-
dents the art deparhnent offers 
twenty-four undergraduate and 
ment's instructional materials is six graduate courses. 
offering intensive training in Teacher's Program leading to a 1--------------~----------------------------
communicative s-kills, poise and Bachelor of Arts Degree and the 
confidence, resourcefulness and Professional Non-Academic Cer-
eo-operativeness. tificate valid in Grades 1-12. 
A further purpose has be~n to Comparable training can be re-
develop among .the student body ceived in the Arts College. Any 
an interest and appreciation of student completing the program 
dramatic literature. Many plays can in turn qualify for Basic Cer-
have been chosen which supple- tification w it h the American 
ment the student program of aca- Speech and Hearing Association. 
demic s t u d i es. "Inherit the Prior to 1958 students could 
Wind;" "Barefoot in At hen s/' enroll for two c~urses in Speech 
'The Crucibles,'' "Our Town," Correction. The present curricu-
"Elizabeth the _-~ u e en,'' "The lum contains 14 courses. 
fa1f1e1ri11 C1nfcul1• J1rlt4 
. ENGINEERING Department curriculum offers courses in mecbanl-
cal drawinc wbleb includes letterlq and technical sketcblnc, Thia 
student Is completlnc a drawlnc ust,nment. 
ore Than 150 In West Virginia 
MU Engineers Help State Advance 
At variance with the general 
concept that 'engineers are wont 
to roam', a recent survey of Mar-
shall's 269 engineer graduates 
disclo.ses a strong preference for 
employment in th e Mountain 
State. More than 150 MU engi: 
n~rs are currently employed in 
West Virginia, largely within 
the Huntington-Charleston area, 
in a wide variety of responsible 
and challenging jobs. 
The largest single employer of 
MU engineers has been the Hunt-
ington District of the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers whose rolls 
currently list over 50 Marshall 
engineers in diverse engineering 
assignments and include, in that 
number, section chiefs, assistant 
IM!ction chiefs, designers and con-
struction ·supervisors. 
The C&O Railroad is another 
major em p lo ye r and relies 
heavily upon MU engineers to 
_b o 1st et its engineering staff. 
Thirteen M a r s h a 11 engineers 
work for the C&O. 
MU engineers also appear on 
the rolls of many key industries 
in t h e Huntington-Charleston 
Area, over 40 being employed by 
these ,five -alone: · INCO, Carbide 
and Carbon, ARMCO, Connors 
Steel, and Ashland Oil. Key posi-
tions held ·by MU engineers in 
industry locally include one firm 
president, E. W. Morrison, '49, 
of CITCO; and three vice presi-
dents, R. E. Yancy, '42, of Ash-
land Oil, G . R. Bargerhuff, '50, 
of National Aluminate, and T. P. 
Smythe, '47, of West Virginia 
Pump and Supply Company. 
-The Armed Forces claim their 
share of Marshall's engineers too. 
The Air Force ·has 13 (mostly at 
Wright-Patterson A i r F o r c e 
Base), the Navy has 10 and the 
Army, exclusive of the Corps of 
Engineers, lists five. 
M'U engineers employed out-
of-state are w id el y scattered, 
with 25 different states and the 
District of Columbia benefiting 
directly ,from their services. As 
might be expected, more !MU en-
,gineers are employed in Ohio 
(36) than in any state other than 
their home state. · 
!Marshall is particularly proud 
of its one 'lady engineer', Mary 
Martha Baker, '61, who is .now 
working for the U.S. Forest Ser-
vice, and of its one foreign engi-
neer -graduate, Tanzer Kalaycio-
glu, '62, of Turkey, nOIW studying 
for his master's degree at WVU. 
Many of Marshall's engineers 
have interesting and novel as-
sigrunents, but perhaps the most 
unique is that held by E. L. 
Skillman, '57. He is pastor of the 
New Harmony Baptist Church at 
Austin, Ind. 
Marshall Unive,sity is a rela-
tive newcomer in the field of 
engineering education. Although 
Marshall offered some engineer-
ing subjects as early as 1900, it 
was not until 1941 that recogni-
tion was given to engineering 
students and the degree of Bm 
was granted for su1=cessful com-
pletion of a prescribed course of 
study in engineering. ' T o d -a y 
Marshall offers 36 d~fferent regq-
lar courses in engineering and 
occasionally conducts refresher 
courses for engineers aeeking 
professional reg-istration. Dlgi-
neering at Marshall ia still in its 
infancy, but the -growing num-
bers of MU engineer graduates, 
and the parts they are playing 
in the State and in the Nation, 
are ample evid1mce tha_t it is a 
lusty infant destined to play an 
ever-increasing role in the fu-
ture d e v e 1 o p m e n t of W ~st 
Virginia. 
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'Self' Is Key Word 
To College Work 
"Based upon · our observation of the American soldiers and 
their officeI'.S captured in this war ... (he) has weak loyalties to his 
family, to his community, to his country, to his· reHgion and to his 
fellow soldiers. His concept of right and wrong is hazy ... There is 
little or no knowledge or understanding, even among American 
universities and their graduates, of U. S. political history and philo-
sophy, the federal, state and community· organizations, state and 
civil rights, freedoms, safeguards . .. " 
This r a t h e r shocking com-
mentary was taken directly from and· achieve self-discipline and 
An Evaluation: of ,Am ei· i can ,responsibility? Not through con-
Soldiers by the Chinese People's stant prc,dlng or parental _over-
Republic in Peking as disl!losed bearance, nor through an overly 
in November 27, 1956 by Major patemallstic university. Self is 
W. E. Maier, phychiatrist, United the key word. After the basic 
States Army. One mi.ght ration- guidePoSts have been set, he 
alize this report from a different must do it on his own. Bow? 
culture by saying, ''They don't Consider the following practical 
really know our c o u n t r y and applications in capsule form: 
people." But their experience .1. Study habits: a regular sche-
with captured American soldiers dule of COJllCentrated effort takes 
during the Korean conflict bears m u ch disdpline and responsi-
thoughtful -consideratmn. .bi1ity. 
Perhaps their observations are 2. Individual and honest hard 
more precise than we care to ad- work with all classroom as well 
mit. If we accept . any part of ·as extra-classroom assi-gnme~ts. 
this report as valid, me lack of 3. Extra effort from time to 
knowledge of American instltu~ time to g<;> beyond the minimum 
tions and ideals inferred is dis- classroom assignment. An edu-
turbing, but the lack of self-dis- cated person must keep up with 
cipllne and responsibility toward the constant 1 o c a I and world 
basic ideals is frightening. Where changes by reading more than 
has our fine system of education just the sports page and the comic 
failed'?' Or have both family and strip in the daily p a p er. He 
school tried too hard to mold should read the news magazines 
the student in the "right" way! and develop an understanding 
The Marshall University stu- about the political and historical 
dent of today faces greater pres- backgcound of persons and places 
sures than any group of college in the news. He should also deve-
students before him. He has much lop an intellectual curiosity to-
. freedom in personal conduct. ward subjects outside of his 
Wlthin ~ertain basic regulations, major field of interest. The lib• 
he may come and go as he raries are full of · interesting ad-
pleases, He · faces the competi- ventures in self-education. 
tion of growing enrollment and 4. Mature and responsible stan-
swelling classrooms. His is an age dards of personal conduct as a 
of greater emphasis • on excel- member and/or leader of a cam-
lence in education. And all of pus living unit. 
these factors necessarily demand 5. An awareness of and con-
greater individual responsibility sistent respect for the rights of 
and discipline. More precisely, others. 
self-discipline and se\f-respon- 6. Most importantly, it's not 
siJi>ility must go hand-.i.n-hand obsolete to stick by a good, basic 
with specific classroom educa- code of individual ethics arid 
tion. morals on or away from the 
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AS WEST VlRGINIA grows, so will Marshall; Projected enrollment figures for MU show an ex-
pected 7,600 students by 1970 and 12,000 by 198 0. Current regist~tion stands at 4,508. 
Sociology Dept. Renders Service 
Of Filling Personal Training Needs 
The Department of Socioilogy, 
through its undergraduate and 
graduate divisions, is rendering a 
constructive , service in at least 
10 areas w h ere professionally 
trained personnel are needed in 
the state. 
The department is represented 
in college and university teach-
ing by Dr. Norman Simpkins, 
Mrs. Kathryn Veneable and Mrs. 
Mary Heiser. In the public 
schools, repr~entatives from 
this department are: Mrs. Keith 
Litton, JeITy Moles, John Mori-
cle, Miss Camilla Sparks, Mor-
ton, Hamilton Morris, Leon Putz, 
and Mrs . . Flora Russell and Mrs. 
Helen Yeager. 
Several of the graduates are 
employed by industry, including 
William Racer, William Rader 
and Mrs. Ora Crawford. 
Medical Technology 
The ministry is represented 
by Walter J. Cain, John William 
Hayward and William Moseley. 
The Department of W e il fa r e 
has employed Mrs. L aw as s a 
Tomes Varney, Marjorie Davis 
and Mrs. Sarah Loar Amspaugh. 
Family Service of Huntington 
has Miss Judith Leitch as a mem-
ber of its staff. 
Kervin Knapp, Martin Moore 
and William T, Mickey are en-
gaged in various phases of pro-
bation work with the courts of 
Kanawha County. 
The Red Cross Field Represen-
tative position in Raleigh County. 
is held by Mr. James B. Roberts. 
The State R e h a b i li t a tion 
Agency has employed three of 
the department's graduates:· Le-
roy Hamilton, Joseph Lawrence 
and George Michels. • 
In the Department of Com-
merce and the - West Virginia 
Employment Security, Joe May-
nor and Robert C. Carpenter 
hold positions. ,.· ' 
A large number of undergra-
duates and graduates in sociology 
are working in many different 
fields in other states. 
Sci•ence Department Conducts 
Secondary Teacher Workshops 
The Science Depar,tment of Teachers College has made signi-
ifcant contributions to the progress of the state of West Virginia 
through its science education program. 
M. h / T d B • Grads Aiding W. Ya. at s I erme OSIC Marshall University Medical Technology graduates currently 
•For the past two years, mem- -:..,.. ________ ____ _ 
bers of the department, have St 1:~ M bers 
been working closely with the Q f em 
science specialist with the State A h. T f 
Department of Education in the · Uf Or I ex $ 
development of science cuITi'Cula. To Progress . Of State 
The future of West Virginia, politically and economically, de-
pends to a .great extent on the success of efforts now being made to 
increase industrial development and make greater use of modern 
developments in science and technology. As a part of this effort 
the state must produce .(and keep) competent engineers and scien-
tific prsonnel. 
The language of science and 
engineering is largely mathema-
tical and success in these fields 
requires an aoility to use mathe-
matical methods for analysis of 
technical problems. · One objec-
tive is · to develop this skill in 
students who wish to become 
engineers or do scientific work. 
. Another objective is to train 
mathematics teachers for secon-
dary schools in conformity with 
new trends in mathematical 
thought. Last, but not least, is 
the objective to teach all college 
students about the nature and 
concepts of modern mathematics 
---'that it is worthy of being stud-
ied as an art for humanity's sake. 
The college level mathematics 
curriculum is changing in em-
, phasis and content. Greater em-
phasis is pla<:ed on developing a 
critical, logical attitude, a whole-
some respect for precise defini-
tion and c o r r e c t reasoning. 
Courses are designed and pre-
' sented to give the student bet-
ter understanding of mathema-
tical structures and a b s t r a c t 
models of physical situations. 
The demand on the student is 
greater than ever before and 
this requires a strong high school 
background. For this reason uni-
versity mathematics departments 
have put much effort into · im-
pro,.;.ing the training re.ceived by 
potential secondary school math-
ematics teachers. Programs also 
have been developed which will 
help teachers who have weak 
mathematical backgrounds to 
learn more about their field dur-
ing the summers or evenings. 
MU's Mathematics Department 
has worked actively in this area, 
collaborating with the Physics, 
Chemistry, and Geology Depart-
ments, through National Science 
Foundation Institutes. 
Progress in West Virginia de-
pends upon an increase in in-
dustrial development and a 
raise in the level of scientific 
technology. These can come 
through better education in the 
fundamental concepts of mathe-
matics and s c i e n c e. 
are employed in many sections 
of, the United States. However, 
approximately 50 per cent of th_e 
graduates -are now working in 
West Virginia. The increasing de-
mand for medical technologists 
makes possible a wide selection of 
job opportunities in the State. 
The School of Medical Tech-
nology, in affiliation with Cabell 
Huntington Hospital in coopera-
tion with Marshall University, is 
well known throughout the State 
and the nation. Xhe school, under 
the professorship of S. Wertham-
mer, M.D. and his s.taff, has 
established this reputation in the 
short period since 1956. Since that 
time there have been a total of 
40 students who have completed 
the 1~ ' months · Cabell Huntington 
training . in the approved school 
of Medical Technology. 
Upon completion of twelve 
months' hospital training, stu-
dents take the e,xarnination of 
the Registry of the American 
Society of Clinical ·Pathology and 
the American Medical Associa-
tion. 
The department has sponsor- Xhe Marshall University De-
ed institutes for writing and edit- partment of Geo~raphy h~ ~ade 
ing sourcebooks for both elemen- :•many worthwhile contributions 
tary and jun i O r high school toward building a better West 
science programs. In addition, it Virginia, . 
has sponsored workshops in ele- ·E,oo of the present members 
mentary, junior and senior high of _·the departmental staff have 
school science. written supplemental geography 
texts that have been used widely To keep s c i e n c e teacws 
abreast of new developments in by West Virginia public schools. 
In 1948, Dr. Leslie <:M. Davis and 
high s c h o o l science curricula, pr 
O 
f es s 
O 
i- Robert L. Britton 
several members of the depart- wrote a "Geography of West 
ment are working with the Bio- Virginia" that was published by 
logical Sc i enc es Curriculum the Rand McNally. Although the 
Study. book is now out of print, many 
Dr. Donald D. Cox, chairman teachers and students make in-
of the Science Department, is quiries as to where copies may 
currently on leave working with be, obtained .. 
the B6CS staff at the University Dr. Sam E. Clagg, chairman of 
of Colorado. In this capacity, • he the department, and Mr. Britton 
has involved three of his staff produced a "West 'Virginia At-
members in various aspects of '1-as" in l955. This has, become a 
the program. The. purpose. of standard reference book in the 
•these activities is to acquaint public libraries and schools · of 
science teachers with the new West Virginia. The book is now 
curricula which are being deve- being revised and will be ready 
loped. for distribution in the fall 
All Marshall s t u d e n t s have This involvement is directed !Marshall geography majors are 
to be found over the United 
States employed as professors, in 
military geography, transporta-
tion geography and economic 
geography. Job possibilities in 
the field are numerous and indi-
cations are such as to assume lit-
tle change in this over the next 
several years. 
taken the examination and all towa.rd the increasing emphasis 
have passed well above tb,e aver- . on science · at all levels of instruc-
age grade. One of the students tion. In addition to the general 
received the thi-rd highest grade courses in science, elementary 
on the National Registry for teac.hers have the opportunity to 
Medical Technologists. elect a course designed to assist 
At pi-esent there are 67 stu- them in introducing elementary 
dents enroll~ in the iMediCfll concepts of science into their 
Technology program. school program. 
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MU's Americanization Program Serving 
In Ifs Sixteenth Year Qf 'Citizen-Making' 
The M a r s h a 11 University 
' Americ;mization Program to pre-
pare im.migrants in West Virginia 
for final citizenship examinations 
is in its 16th year with a total 
enrollment of 1,342. Nearly 800 
of this number have completed 
their work, received their citi-
zenship or are ready for final 
naturalization examinations. 
Almost 300 have withdrawn 
from the program for various 
reasons, several having returned 
to their native countries. 
J-Stodeafs l11r1 BJ Doiag 
The program, the only one of 
its kind in West Virginia, has 
had students in all of the 55 
counties. Those having the larg-
est number are Cabell with 163 
and Kanawha with 124. On the 
JOUBNALISM MAJORS use classroom knowledge in practical 
situations when they work on The Parthenon. These students are 
shown at work .marking up page proofs. 
MU. J-Graduates Hold 
Key Positions In -State 
Much of the history of the last third of West Viirginia's century 
is being recorded by graduates of the Department of Journalism 
working in communications media in all parts of the state. 
Approximately 100 former stu-
dents are now employed in some 
form of journalism in West Viir-
ginia and many more have spent 
part of their professional careers 
her~. 
Organized as a separ:ate de-
partment in 193-0, Marshall jour-
nalism training includes a com-
plete n e w s - editorial sequence 
leading to employment on daily 
newspapers and a d d i t i o n a l 
courses in advertising, radio-TV, 
industrial publications and · the 
teaching of high school journa-
lism. It is one of two professional 
journalism programs authorized 
by the West Virginia State De-
par,tment of Education. 
Journalism education also in-
c~udes a broad background in 
the liberal arts with emphasis 
upon the social sciences. 
Among Marsh .a 11 graduates 
holding key positions in West 
Vir-ginia journalism are: 
Chaddock of the Wheeling News-
Register. 
Specialized publications: James 
Wallen, editor of the lnco News, 
Stephen Posti, associate editor 
of the Weirton Steel Bulletin 
and Don Robert~, supervisor of 
publications for the State De-
partment- of Ed·ucation. 
Associated Press: Burl Osborne 
and Edward Hagan in Charles-
ton, Strat Douthat in Bluefield 
an,d George Hanna in Huntington. 
United Press International: 
Don Fannin, Charleston. 
Teaching journalism in high 
school: Betty Arrington Nichols, 
Huntington High School, Elnora 
Belcher Pepper, Parkersburg 
High School and Virginia Daniel 
Pitt, H u n t i n g ton East High 
School. 
'Ilwo journalism graduates are 
among those to be given honor-
ary degrees by their alma mater 
at the 1,963 commencement. They 
are: Jack Maurice and Jim Com-
stock, editor of the Richwood 
News Leader and the nationally 
famous West Virginia Hillbilly. 
other ha n d, Gilmer, Pleasants, 
Tyler and Wirt Counties have 
had only one each. One or more 
students are enrolled in 27 of 
the counties so far this year, 
Ca,bell having the largest num-
ber. 
Seventy of the students re-
gistered at present are living 
.temporarily in 27 states. Most of 
them are "war-brides." There 
are four in Washington, D. C., 
and several overseas. Students 
have lived in 45 of the 50 states., 
including A l a s k a and Hawaii, 
since the program began. 
The immigrants h a v e come 
from 80 different countries and 
the United States. The largest 
numbers are from Germany with 
265, Italy with 123, and England 
with 116. The largest number of 
rec e n .t immigrants are ''war-
brides," most of them coming 
from Germany . and Japan. There 
have been four ''male war-brides" 
enrolled in the program. 
Only one of the immigrants 
registering this year has been in 
the Uni t e d States over fifty 
years, 20 have. ,been here less 
than a year and one was only 
here three weeks when she regis-
tred. Their ages range from 18 
to 70 and 29 of them are between 
18 and 3·5. 'Ilwke as many women 
as men have registered this year. 
The immigrants have been en-
gade in 128 different occupations 
with ,five new ones being added 
this year. Housekeeping for 756 
" Gifted Student Programs Cited 
and coal mining for 67 predomi- finished it within a week. Sev-
nate. Other occupations include eral have finished their course:;· 
40 physicians, 10 farmers, two within six weeks while others 
college professors, five students, have t a k e n more than three 
five priests and several nurses. years. 
Th e i r educational background The average student should 
ranges from no formal training finish the first course of two 
for 55 to from one to iiix years sections in six m o n t h s or a 
of college for 148. 542 others have year, and both courses within a 
had from one to four years of year and a half. Each student 
secondary training and the re- prepares his lessons under the 
mainder one or more ' years of supervision of a helper who may 
elementary training. 23 of those be the husband, wife, close rela-
registering this year have had tive, employer, a m i n i s t e r or 
college or university training. 25 priest, a teacher or some other 
have completed high school and friend. Work is done at home, 
21 have · completed the eighth the completed workbook lessons 
grade. 182 could not read Eng- and tests are returned to the di-
lish, 282 could not write it and rector for grading and correction, 
90 could not speak the language after which they are then retum-
when they enrolled in the Ameri- ed to the student for review. 
canization Program. Daring the past year approxi-
West Virginia immigrants in- mately 1500 lessons and tests 
terested in tht program are re- covering 1290 lessons were re-
ferred to the director by the ceived, corrected and returned. 
Pittsburgh regional office of the The immigrant, after complet• 
Immigration and Naturalization ing the three or five year resi-
Service, or they may apply di- dence and other requirements, 
rectly. Over 300 referrals have then appears before a field rep-
been received so far this year. resentative of the Immigration 
· The training consi,sts of two and Naturalization Service for 
correspondence or "Home Study" his naturalization examination 
courses, one in English and gov- on U.S. Constitution and govern-
ernment for those who cannot ment. Citizenship is then grant-
read or write English or have ed by the judge of the Federal 
difficulty with the language, and District Courts, usually with im-
an advanced course, "Our Con- pressive ceremonies. 
stitution and Government," for 
immigrants having little or no 
difficulty with the English lan-
guage. The courses emphasize the 
American philosophy of -govern-
ment and teach the immigr,ants 
good citizenship, in addition to 
helping them prepare for their 
naturalization examinations. • 
Text books are prepared and 
furnished by the Immigration 
Naturalization Service. They fol-
low the best educational methods 
and procedures from the known 
to the related unkno•wn. The stu-
dent's rate of progress depends 
upon knowledge of the English, 
his attainment in elementary, 
high school and college, and the 
amount of time spent in prepar-
ing the .lessons. One student re-
cently completed the advanced 
course w i t h i n three days by 




Marshall conducted its. first 
extension classes. in or just prior 
to 1922. The firs't official record 
concerning extension offerings 
was reporied in the College Bul-
letin ,for 1922. The offerings dur-
ing these early years were few 
in number and were designed 
primarily to meet the needs of 
public school t e a ch e rs. Poor 
roaids and the lack of travel facil-
ities hampered the growth and 
development of the extension 
program for a number of years. 
Daily newspapers: Jack Mau-
rice, e d i t o r of the Charleston 
Daily Mail; Knox Dye, editor of 
the Point Pleasant Register; Dal-
las Higbee, executive news edi-
tor of the Charleston Gazette; 
Boyd Jarrell, editor of the edi-
torial · page of the Huntington 
Herald-Dispatch, and city edi-
tors, Charles Tucker of the Hunt-
ington Adver.tiser, Rex Woodford 
Leaders In Next ·100 Years Assured 
By 1947 the demands for ex-
tension classes as well as other 
services had b e c o m e so great 
that the Division of Educational 
Research and Field Services was 
organized under a fulltime Di-
rector. (The title of the office 
was changed in 1954 to the Divi-
sion, of Adult Education. ) Since 
1:947 there has been a steady 
growth in the services render~d 
to •the p e o p l e of the State 
through this Division. 
of the Charleston Daily Mail and Leaders for West Virginia's 
L. T. Anderson of the Charleston · second 100 years will emerge 
Gazette. from the program. of selection, 
Sports editors: Ernie Salvatore guidance and instruction offered 
of the Huntington Advertiser, for gifted Marshall ,students. This 
Fred Burns of the Huntinl{ton is the hope of facu!ty and stu-
Herald-Dispatch and William dents engaged in the campus-
Sign Of Times--
Social Studies! 
r.I'he Social .Studies Department 
offers five courses that are re-
quired of students who are pre-
paring to teach in the public 
schools. One year is given to a 
survey of 4he development of 
civilization. A second year is 
spent on contemporary social and 
economic problems. One. semes-
ter is given to a survey of th~ 
geography, history and govern-
ment of West Virginia. 
The purpose of these courses 
is to help prospective teachers 
prepare to help children in the 
public schools to understand con-
temporary society and to develop 
the ability to solve their social 
problems as adults. 
wide interlinking program of the 
iinterdisciplinary Honors Semi-
nar, Encouragement of Graduate 
Study, and depart;nental honors 
courses. 
Eighteen to 20 students, with 
an overall average of 3.5 or high-
er, selected from the three un-
dergraduate colleges, participate 
each semester. Thy meet weekly 
in the Honors House to discuss 
various phases of the semester 
topic with distinguished guests, 
including Marshall faculty and 
civic leaders. · 
Last semester, when the Semi-
nar was given fo'r the first time, 
the topic was •~Freedom: Its 
Meaning." "Education: Methods 
and Objectives" is the topic for 
this semester's Honors Seminar. 
In addition to the Seminar, 16 
departments at Marshall are of-
fering "in course" or depart-
mental honors programs. Stu-
/ 
dents eJ?,rolled concentrate on in-
dividual research projects, spec-
ial laboratory e~eriments and 
various directed r e a d i n g pro-
grams. E n r o 11 m e n t in these 
courses is limited to students 
with 3.5 in .the major, 3.3 over-
all. Several depar-tments, includ-
ing Eng l is h and Mathematics, 
also provide "A", or restricted, 
sections of regular courses for 
superior students. 
The : faculty c o m m i t t e e in 
charge of the general honors pro-
gram, including the seminar and 
the departmental offerings, in-
cludes Dr. Ch a r le s H. Moffat, 
each semester. They meet weekly 
chairman; and professors Eliza-
beth Cometti, Ben Hope, Eugene 
Hoak, Dana Car-twright, J. T. 
Richardson, Donald Cox, Howard 
Mills, Br,uce Dunn, Jack Brown, 
Allen Brown, Rollins, and Wood-
Jow Mor-ris. 
,Encouragement of Graduate 
S t u d y was established as an 
operative program- at Marshall 
in the second semester of 1960-61  
to pro.vide counseling and assis-
tance for all students qualified 
for ,advanced study beyond the 
baccalaureate degree. •Each se-
mester since its inception, the 
program has enrolled 180 to 200 
participants in the schedule . . of 
interviews conducted by the de-
partments representing the stu-
dents' major interests. 
The faculty c o m m .i t t e e iq 
charge of Encouragement of Gra-
duate Study i n c 1 u d es Dr. A. 
Mervin Ty s o n, chairman; and 
Professors Mahlon Brown, Dunn, 
Rollins, Cometti, Lloyd Beck, and 
Harold Willey. · 
, S e c o n d semester freshmen, 
sophomores and upperclassmen 
are .invited to par ti'cipate on the 
basis of super ior standing in col-
lege entrance examinations, high 
school and university academic 
achievement, and personal re-
commendations by instructors. 
I,nstitutional representatives of 
the follow.ing award organiza-
tions cooperate with the program 
for Encouragement of Graduate 
Study: Woodrow Wilson Fellow-
ships, Dr. N. Bayard Green; Ful-
bright Scholarships, Dean A. E. 
Harris; D ,an for th Foundation 
grants, Dr. Ralph ·Edeburn, and 
Rhodes Scholarships, Dr. _Tyson. 
·From 1947 to 1,963 a total of 
over 10,000 students have enroll-
ed in more than 500 extension 
classes c·onducted in 44 towns and 
cities of West Virginia. 
During these ·same years de-
mands from various . groups for 
specialized s e r v i c e s increased 
greatly. As a result of these de- . 
mands the Evening School. was 
organized in· order that students 
could enroll for regular courses 
while · engaged in fulltime em-
ployment. Today more .than 100 
courses are offered each semes-
ter with more than 1,000 &tudents 
enrolled in this program. 
S p e c i a 1 workshops, confer-
ences, seminars and consultative 
services are . conducted annuall): 
for business, professional, law 
enforcement, governmental, civic, 
religious, labor . and industrial 
management groups. 
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. ,, •t ppeared in the 1860's. This Artist sketches "Old Mlamd as t vaeral times but it is still building has been en arge se ' . 
being used today• 
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Main Campus--To~ay ... 
. . . And In The Future 
Artist's pen shows main campus as it is today and how it 
may grow in the future. New facilities assured are the 
classroom building, new dormitory and library addition. At 
lower left is artist's conception of Student Union building. 
- -----
University Heights--Now. 
Marshall's second campus along U. S. Route 60 consists of 
only a few buildings now, but the artist envisions a future 
that may include a huge research facility (upper right), 
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47 Now Enrolled 
Nursing Program 
Only One In State 
Three years ago, Marshall University proved its interest in the 
health needs of citizens by developing a new two year associate in 
science deg~ee program in nursing. The first group of students were 
admitted in September, lt960 and completed the course in August, 
1962. 
Thereby 21 nurses, .w~o even 
as students in clinical practice strengthen their scientific basis 
had contributed much nursing for nursing practice, b r o a de n 
care to patients in local hospitals, and deepen their general educa-
now were ready to assume great- tional and cultural background, 
er responsiblities as graduates. and obtain a baccalaureate de-
Of the 21, sixteen accepted posi- gree to qualify for further study 
tions in the local area, one en- on an advanced level in order 
listed in the army nurse corps, to prepare for positions as teach-
where she will be given oppor- ers, supervisors, and adminis-
tunity to complete work for a trators. 
Bachelor of Science degree, and The registered nurses would 
three were employ·ed in an ad- be given approximately one 
joining state. At the present time year's credit for the three years 
there are 47 students in the pro- in the diploma school of nursing. 
gram. Perhaps the most significant fac-
tor for · them and the state is 
With the cooperation of many th t the uld I h a y wo no onger ave 
health and education agencies, to leave West Virginia for such 
and civic groups, the Depart- a program . 
. ment of Nursing Education has The P u r p O s e of developing a well established two year pro-
master's degree .pro g r a ms in 
gram in operation for the pre- nursing will. be to prepare regis-
paration of registered profes-
sional nurses. tered professional nurses to func-
tion in areas of specialization as 
This is the only one in the advanced dinical practitioners, 
state. It has played. a major part teachers, supervisors and ad-
in obtaining increased funds to ministrators in hospitals, busi-
develop a psychiatric nursing ness and industry, pu,blic and 
p r o gram at Huntington 'State private school systems, public 
Hospital. Previous to 1961, all health agencies, and schools of 
student nurses in West Vir.ginia · nursing. 
had to be sent to phychiatric There are no master's degrees 
hospitals outside of the state for in nursing offered in West Vir-
that clinical .  experiimce. It has ginia. 
contri-buted to the i n c r e a s e d Opportunities for study and 
nUm!ber of nurses in the state. research in areas of specializa-
Curriculu.m p 1 a n n i n g for a tion abroad will be encouraged 
four year Bachelor of Science to help students realize similari-
degree program is almost com- ties and varieties of health prob-
pleted. It is designed for high lems experienced by people in 
school graduates who wish · the other parts of the world and to 
longer course, and for registered learn . how health problems are 
nursing graduates who wish to met in other countries. 
In Business-Economics 
Improved MA· Degree 
1·nitiated For Teachers 
,The Department of Business and Economics, in the College of 
Arts and Sciences, was formed in June of 1962 by the merger of 
the Department of Business Administration and the Department of 
Economics. The chairman of this newly-formed department is Dr. 
John B. Minick, who previously was the chairman of the Economics 
Department. 
There are 15 faculty members 
in the Department of Business 
and Economics, 11 specializing in 
various areas of business and 
four teaching courses in econo-
mics. At the present time, two 
vacancies exist for business pro-
fessors and it is expected that 
these will be filled by the 1963-64 
academic year. All of the faculty 
members in this department have 
their offices in Northcott Hall. 
0 n e development initiated 
Jointly by this department and 
Teachers College is an, improved 
master's degr"e program in busi-
ness teacher education. This pro-
gram ls designed especially for 
secondary school teachers and 
for school administrators who 
are interested in business educa-
tion. It is a substantial revision 
of a similar program that was in 
effect for the past several years. 
The requirements and this 
master's degree program include 
professional business education 
courses that are related to the 
work of the high school business 
teacher. These are courses in tests 
and measures in business educa-
tion, current problems and issues 
in business education and curri-
culum construction in business 
education. Courses in typewrit-
ing, o f f i c e practice, shorthand, 
basic business and bookkeeping 
are also included. In addition to 
the business education courses, 
approximately half .of the work 
required for the master's degree 
in business education · may be 
taken in business administration, 
professional education and elec-
tives. 
The Department of Business 
and Economics intends to estab-
lish a master's degree program 
within the next year or two. All 
of the courses required for this 
program would . be scheduled in 
the evening over a period of time 
so that a student cquld complete 
the requirements for the master's 
degree in business administra-
tion, even though he would be 
employed full-time during the 
day. 
A recent addition to the de-
partment was the establishment 
of a professional business frater-
nity. This organization, Beta 
Alpha Mu, holds two meetings 
a month and has about 40 mem-
bers. 
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Looking Into A Career In Science 
SCORES OF STUDENTS are trained in the natural and physical sciences at Marshall and after-
wards are employed in key positions in many of West Virginia's industries. 
MU's Political Science Department 
Produces Many Leading Citiz~ns 
Dr. Ken Bechler, congressman 
from W~st Virginia's Fourth Dis-
trict, came to the state to fill a 
position in the Political Science 
Department of Marshall Univer-
sity, and was later chosen by the 
people to serve in his present 
capacity. 
Maurice Burnside, e 1 e ct e d to buted to West ,Virginia govern-
Congress. . ment. In Gov. W. W. Barron's 
These inen provided leadership administration, w·. B e r n a r d 
at national levels through the Smith, commissioner .of the De-
Fourth District congressional seat par.tment of Welfare, is a Mar-
in part because of their relation- shall graduate with a political 
ship to Marshall. science major. Richard Kyle, ad-
Earlier, this department had 
a n o t h e r of its professors, Dr. 
The Political Science Depart- ministrative assistant to the g9v-
ment has also aided in the train- ernor, is another with close poli-
ing of students who have contri- tical science associations. 
Chemistry Unit Grows 
To Meet State Needs 
The growth of the Marshall University Chemistry Depart-
ment closely parallels the growth o-f the chemical industry in 
West Virginia. 
In the l.920's the young chemical industry of West Virginia 
began to show real strength in the nation's industrial economy. 
The state's chemical plants were close. to low-cost high energy 
fuel,. good water supply, and raw materials, such as salt and 
natural gas. At Marshall the College of Arts and Sciences was 
established in 1923, granting its first degrees in chemistry in 1,925. 
The chemical industry in the 30's was one of the few bright 
spots on the nation's economic horizon. Locally, chemical plants 
oontinued to expand. Technical staffs were increased to improve 
and strengthen the industry's economic advantage. Marshall's 
Chemical Department increased from a dozen graduates in the 
20's to 140 graduates in chemistry in the 30's." 
,The war years of the 40's greatly expanded the state's 
existing chemical industry. Many new .plants were built. Mar-
shall graduated over 200 chemists during this period and granted 
its first Master's degree in chemistry. 
The 50's of the chemical industry of West Virginia is best 
described by the word research. Car.bide Caribon Research Center 
was built during this period. International Nickel Company and 
Standard Ultr-amarine are examples of local industry greatly ex-
panding their research and development. Approximately 25 Mar-
shall graduates are employed by Carbide. The chemistry labora-
tories at International •Nickel are 50 per cent Marshall-trained 
while Standard Ultramarine, 30 per cent. 
.Marshall during the 50's greatly expanded its research offer-
ing in chemistry and is still e~p_anding in this direction. 
Research Emphasized 
The gaining of university status at Marshall almose coin-
cided with the beginning of the second centennial for West Vir-
ginia. For the Chemistry Depar.tment both are m ilestones. 
The better utilization of West Virginia's resources comes 
through a~ expanded -program of chemical research. To provide 
the proper personnel, the Chemistry Department is embarking on 
an expanded program of gr,aduate training and research. Some of 
these courses will be offered at night in order to provide part-time 
students the opportunity to further their education. 
Emphasis will be placed on collecing a highly qualified 
research-oriented faculty, around which we can build a depart-
ment and a university. 
Towards the end of the first centennial the Chemistry Depart-
ment parted with oldtimes by an extensive revision of under-
graduate curriculum. We are entering the second centennial by 
keeping the best from the past and preparing for the future with 
modern thoughts ~nd ambitions. 
Marshall graduates have also 
been active in the legislative 
chambers of the state. Many of 
these did not major in govern-
ment , but Delegate Robert K. 
Holliday of Fayette County and 
Delegate J. Paul Eng 1 and of 
Wyoming Count:}' received their 
master's degree in this field. 
Large numbers of s t u d e n t s 
have attended Marshall and some 
have -gone on to law school and 
have returned to their communi-
ties to take active roles in looal 
government· and political party 
organization. 
-· Serving as informed citizel)s is 
· also an important responsrbility 
in a democratic society. 
7 NSF Grants 
Given To MU 
Marshall University has been 
fortunate in ha vi n g received 
seven annual grants, averaging 
·$60,000 · per year, from the Na-
tional S c i e n c e Foundation to 
conduct Summer Institutes for 
high school physical science and 
mathematics teachers. The larg-
est part of these grants has been 
used to pay stipends to teachers 
to enable them to participate in 
these institutes, where otherwise 
they would be financially unable 
to attend summer school. 
The purposes of the institutes 
have been to improve the subject 
matter competence of the parti-
cipating teachers, to introduce 
them to the new approaches in 
teaching physics, chemistry, and 
mathematics, and to pro v ide 
courses of an advanced nature 
which will e n a b 1 e intere.sted· 
teachers to earn a . Master of Arts 
degree in physical science and 
education. 34 teachers hav~ suc-
cessfully completed this _M.A. de-
gree program since 1958. 
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History Is Traced 
In Student TheSes 
Place Names, Theater And Legends 
Included In West Virginia Subiects 
Co":' Creek, Coon Hollow, Crook, TwiHght, Rock Lick, Myrtle, 
Sovereign, Spankum, Clothier, Barefood, S 1 a u g h t e i- Creek, Pot 
Branch, Blacksmith Hollow, Scary Creek, Turkeypen Branch-these 
are some of tne fascinating place names of West Vlirginia that have 
been unearthed by writers of M.A. theses in the Depal'tmnt of 
English in years gone by. 
·Pla<:e name studies and other types of historical studies have 
displ~yed the color and variety that the persistent delver into cus-
toms and antiqu.iti~ can find in West Virginia. 
Among the place name studies 
prepared by graduate students in on to the twenties, with shows 
English are the f o.l 1 owing: like Maugham's "The Circle", 
"Place Names in Boone County, "Blossom Time", "Abie's Irish 
W. Va.," by Ha-rry L. Holton, Rose", "Little Ne 11 i e Kelley", 
11956; "Place Names in Kanawha "Kid Boots", and ''The Show 
County, W. Va.," by Nina Holt Off". 
Brown, 1954; and "Place Names · The colorful history and legend 
in Logan County, W. Va.," by associated with Mad Anne Balley, 
Twila Virginia Doutt, 1956. known as. the "Pioneer Heroine 
"The History of the Prof es- of the · Great Kanawha Valley," 
stonal Legitimate Th ea t r e in was the subject of an M.A. thesis, 
Huntington from 1871 to 1928" "Anne Bailey in West Virginia 
was submitfed as an M.A. thesis Tradition," submitted in 1954 by 
in 1957 by Robin Adair Jones. Grace McCartney Hall, graduate 
This study traces the varied his- student in English. Mrs. Hall's 
tory of the local stage from the central purpose was to distin-
flrst plays presented starting in guish fact from fiction in the 
1871 at the ,Harvey .Opera Rouse, contradictory elements of the 
which was the second floor of Anne Bailey legend. 
the Harvey Building, no longer . -Mad Anne was "a thorough 
standing, then 1 o cat e d at the gypsy in look, habit, and vaga-
northeast · comer of Third Ave- ondage. She hunted, rode alone 
nuo and Tenth Street. t h r o u g h the wilderness, and 
Minstrels and vaudeville acts ought the Indian like a Boone 
were the principal bHI of fare, r · a Kenton.", Said her biogra-
and J -ulia Marlowe ·appeared as a her, Virgil A. Lewis, "England 
member of the chorus in "Pina- ave her birth; V.irginia, a field 
fore." The firs:t legitimate play f action; Ohio has her dust." 
on record as performed there Most stirring of all the episodes 
wu ''The Saturday Clock," pre- rs. Hall studied was the narra-
. sented sometime between 1875 
and 1878. 
The Davis Opera House, later 
the Huntington Theatre, w a s 
·built at the co r n e r of Eighth 
Street and Third Avenue in 1885, 
and there, to the end of the 
1'800's, such plays as "A Yankee 
Drummer," "The Blaok Crook," 
•~McDoodle a.p.d Poodle," "Wa-
termelons" (an operetta), and 
"Josephine, E m p r e s s of the 
French" were seen. 
Among the many $hows that 
entertained Huntingtonians in 
the early 1900's were "The Col-
lege Widow," "BTewster's Mil-
lions", "The Red Mill'', ''The 
Clansman", and ''The Great 
Divide." Motion pictures began 
to make their competition felt in 
1-911; but the legitimate stage 
carried on, and in Uie period of 
World War I came such produc-
tions as "Charley's Aunt" "The 
Unborn Chi 1 d", "Step Lively", 
''The Shepherd of the Hills", and 
"Daddy Long Legs." Then it was 
History Department 
Prepares Teachers 
.During the approximate quar-
ter of a century that has passed 
since the graduate program was 
adopted at Ma_rshall, the History 
Department has achieved an out-
standing record. 
Throughout the years, the de-
partment has played a major 
role in preparing Teachers Col-
lege students to teach in the 
field of social science. 
ing this period. 
At the undergl'aduate 1 eve 1, 
there has -been a fairly steady 
number of history majors in the 
College. of Arts and Sciences. In 
surrounding counties, and to a 
lesser d e g r e e throughout the 
state, a substantial number of 
teacher$ now in s e r v i c e were 
trained p r i m a r i 1 y to teach 
history. 
ive of Anna Bailey's heroic ride 
rom Fort Lee (no.w Charlesoton) 
to Lewisbur,g for powder when 
the For:t was besiegeq, by the In-
dians. This story is told in detail 
in a poem by Charles Robb, a 
ivil War soldier, entitled ''Anne 
ailey's Ride, A Legend of the 
anawha." Mrs. Hall has includ-
e:d the poem as an appendix to 
er. thesis. 
Rather unexpectedly, the poet 
mits all reference to the hazards 
of Anne's return journey, but 
torian, Augustus Mason ( 1883), 
. Hall points out that a later 
d full Justice to it, embroider-
the details with "dense for-
ests, bottomless morasses, vast 
nges of mountains, terrific pre-
cipices, and rushing rivers," and 
showing doughty Anne "At every 
step beset by hissing serpents 
which still infest the mountains 
of West Virginia." 
Mrs. Haili colorfully summa-
rizes the Anne Bailey · story in 
its many versions, detailing her 
birth in Liverpool, England, in 
1742; her life in Staunton and 
Augusta County, Virginia, and 
her first marriage, to Richard 
Trotter; he,r husband's death at 
the hands of the savage Indians 
in the batitle of Point Pleasant; 
her determination thereafter to 
fight the Indians doggedly, in 
revenge for their cruelty; her 
second marriage, to John Bailey, 
at Lewisburg; the famous ride 
f:rom Fort Lee to Lewi9burg; h& 
acting as an express agent, tran-
sporting goods back and forth, 
all the way from Staunton to 
Point Pleasant, and even on to 
Gallipolis; her _death, which came 
quietly in her sleep, at her son'i; 
home in Ohio, near Gallipolis, 
November 22, 1825; her burial "in 
ap obscure spot near Clippers 
-Mill, Ohio," and the reinterment 
of her remains at Point Pleasant 
one hundred years later, w1th 
an appropriate monument cele-
-braiting her history as a "Revo-
lutionary Scout." 
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They' re Pointiag Toward An Army Career 
SCORES OF YOUNG men are trained for future duty in the U. S. Army when they enroll in the 
Marshall Battle Group. Those who go through the full program are commissioned second lleu-
tenants upon graduation. 
~OTC Program Provides Training 
For ·Both Citizenship, Army Duties 
One of the stated purposes of 
the Reserve Officers' Training 
Corps is to provide training for 
the responsibilities and duties of 
American citizenship, as well as 
for a military career. 
The Marshall University Mili-
tary Science Department has 
commissioned 186 second lieuten-
ants in· the A~my Reserve and 
27 in the Regular Army. 
Most of these graduates return 
to West Virginia to take their 
places as res·ponsible and sound 
citizens in a multitude of posi-
tions. · While they serve in the 
Army Reserve in thei-r home· 
towns, they also work in such 
civilian jobs as teachers, law-
yers, newspapermen, accountants 
and many others. They serve 
also in the West Virginia Na-
tional Guard and occupy many 
important positions in the Civil 
Defense posture of the state. the Pershing Rifles initiated U 
The ROTC program was insti- men. Today they have 38 active 
tuted at Marshall in Sept., 1951. members and scores of alumni. 
The Marshall College Battalion, A:1so since 1951,the cadet corps 
as it was then called, consisted has grown in the number of 
of 106 freshmen and 1-3 juniors. companies. In 195:1 there wer:e 
The size of the present battle three, compared to the six today. 
group is 341 cadets. In addition to the six companies 
These first cadets were mainly existing, there is a co u n t e r-
graduates of military schools and guerrilla platoon, which receives 
veterans. Their t r a i n i n g and special training in guerrilla war-
commissioning was in the Ord- fare. Last year, the Army Flight 
nanc-e Corps. Cadets are now Trafning Progl'am was added to 
trained in g e n er a 1 military the list of options available to 
science and may be commissioned cadets. This p r o g r a m trains 
in any branch of the Army such ' ROTC cadets to be Army pilots. 
as Infantry, . Adjutant_ General's In Jan., 1960, the Battle Group 
Car?5, Me~1ca,l Service ~orps, was honored to represent West 
Artillery, Signal Corps, Fmance Vdrginia by marching in the in-
Corps and oth~rs. . augural parade of President John 
Cadet 9rgamz·ahons, · such as F. Kennedy. They also marched 
the P er s h i n g Rifles, the rifle . . 
team d b d t ted 
m the maugural parade of form-
' an a an , were s ar 
in 1952. In April of that year, er Gov. Cecil H. Underwood. 
Music Group Offers Several 
Curricula And Organizations 
Theater Boasts 
Annual Musical 
The Department of Music of-
fers sever-al curricula leading to 
the Bachelor of Arts and Master 
of Arts degrees. The Masters 
program has emphasis in the 
three are as of . instrumental 
music, vocal music and music 
supervision. 
Music ensembles offer special 
m us i c for university functions 
and provide a working labora-
tory for music majors. The 
groups include the Symphonic 
Choir, A CapelLa Choir, · March-
ing Band, Concert Band, Sym-
phony Orchestra and the Brass 
Ensemble. These organizations 
are open to all university stu-
dents provided they have the 
technical background to perlorm 
the work of each group. 
In all Marshall music organ-
izations, there is a constant en-
deavor to provide experience for 
the students that wHl help them 
become acquainted with rehear-
sal te-chniques, the Development 
of musicianship, the fine points 
of music artistry, and a keen 
feeling of -musician app11eciation. 
All music majors are required 
to participate in at least one 
major ensemble for eight semes-
ters. These organizations, func-
tioning as laboratories, help the 
student in his preparations as a 
future teacher and conductor. 
Coeds' Athletic Program Cited 
The first physical program for sponsors high school play days 
women started at Marshall in the for .female high sctiool students 
early part of the 1900's with in- in the area. 
tramural basketball held in the The work of the Women's Phy-
basement of Old Main in what sical Education Department also 
is now the carpenter shop. extends into the community. The 
The program has now develop- department has -trained water 
ed into the Women's Physical safety and first aid instructors 
Education Department, w h i c h for the local Red Cross chapter. 
sponsors intramural programs for . . .. 
all Marshall wome.n. Under the Various achv1hes of the Girl 
direction of the department, the I Scouts and the Camp ,Fire Girls 
Women• s Athletic :Association are guided by the department. 
Something new has been added 
to the theatrical-musical scene 
at Marshall University. Through 
the cooperative e f f o r t s of the 
Speech and Music Departments, 
a yearly musical comedy has been 
added to the theatr ical fare 
available to the campus and to 
the area. The combined efforts of 
at least fifteen faculty members 
of both departments provide the 
administrative and technical di-
rection for the big productions. 
In 196,1, the departments pro-
duced "Annie Get Your Gun" to 
full houses on four n ights. In 
1002 "South Pacific" was pro-
duced with full houses again. 
The two productions were com-
pletely successful from a finan-
cial viewpoint, and proceeds were 
given to speech and music scho-
larship funds for talented and 
war.thy students. 
Conservative estimates show 
that about 200 students have 
participated in the two musical 
comedies, and about 6,000 people 
have enjoyed the shows. Especi-
ally appreciative have been the 
parents of ·Marshall students, for 
it was for the Parents' Weekend 
festivities that the productions 
were conceived. 
"Brigadoon' is the m u s i c a 1 
comedy for the centennial year. 
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.,Swede., Recalls Where 
.,His Boys., Have Gone 
By OTl'O "SWEDE" 
GULUCKSON 
As director of the modern in-
tramural sports program at Mar-
shall University I came in con-
tact with many fine young men 
who assisted materially as stu-
dent assistants and otherwise. I 
can only recall a ff!W of the 
many who helped to foster and 
sponsor this fine program. Now 
let'.s see what has become of 
some of these fine young men. 
Beginning in 1930, mi 1Jirst 
William D. Hartley, A.B., 1958, 
teacher at Lester, W. Va. 
W iJ 1 i am Nager, B.S., 1954, 
coach at El Cajon, Calif. 
Cecil Shulze, A.B., 1966, coach 
and teacher at Henry C. Conrad 
High School, Wilmington, Del 
Ronnie Keaton, A..B., 1956, exe-
cutive secretary, Cabell County 
Heart Association, Huntington. 
Charles Wright, A.B,, 19541, 
teacher at Williams, W. Ve. 
Paul Jones, A.B., in private 
business in California. 
Jerry Pierson, A. B., 1957, di-
rector with Thermofax Manu-
facturing Company, Columbus, 
Ohio. 
tudent assistant was Clyde Al-
ford, successful coaoh and teach-
er still coaching and directing 
young Americans at St. Albans, 
W. Va. C~rl }Jicky Jr:, Lieutenant in 
Alva ·Ball, 1933, coach of seven the U. S. Anny. 
, state championships of the Lin- L P.a AB 1960 1: 
coln J u n i o r Track and Field · arry ' yne, · ·• • ,..eu-
Now Hear This--ln Spanislll 
A MODERN LANGUAGE laboratory, recently created at Marshall, helps students to master diffi-
cult foreign langnages. 
Team and as a reward for his tenant in Ui · S. Army. 
splendid work, he is now dean Wailte,r Stover s, A.B., 1959, 
of boys at South Charleston High M.A., 1.962, teacher and coach at 
School. Ceredo, W. Va. 
---------- --------------------------------- Bob Bunch, 1932, is a success- Gerald Robert Britton, A.B., 
28 Graduate Fields ful contractor and businessman. 1952, M.A., 1953, executive offi-
Graduate School Started In 1939 
George Garner, 1<9'·5, is a busi- , cer, U. S. Army Engine.er s, 
nessman, union labor leader, and Smyrna, Ga. 
at present mayor of the city of John , Edward Mayberry, A.B., 
Huntington. 1'958, director of health and 'phy,-
!Marshall University .grants the 
master of arts and the master of 
science deg:rees. Graduate , work 
is offered by 28 departments. 
A major for a master's degree 
is o f f e re d in the biological 
aciences, chemistry, education, 
English, geography, history, 
music, political science, psycho-
logy, sociology, speech, and in 
c:ommun.icatfon a r ts. Depart-
ments offering work for a grad-
uate minor are ad, Bible, econo-
mics, French, ,geology, German, 
journalism, Latin, mathematics, 
philosophy, physics, physical edu-
cation, and Spanish, home eco-
nomics, and business administra-
tion. 
Special programs are available 
for school administrators, super-
visors, counselors, elementary 
teachers and for seconda,ry teach-
ers of business education, social 
studies, English, musi<:; library 
scienc.e, and biological science. 
\ 
Approximately 2 , 7 0 0 have 
earned the master's degree since 
graduate work was b e g u n in 
1<939. Many of these have com-
pleted the doctorate in graduate 
schools throughout the. United 
States. The re g u 1 a r academic 
year enrollment is generally be-
tween 400-·500, and the summer 
enroLlment between 600-700. Dur-
ing summer sessions there are 
usually about 70 undergraduate 
schools represented in the Grad-
uate School. 
A s e c on d year of graduate 
work in sohool administration 
was begun in 1962. Work for the 
doctorate in a few fields is plan-
ned as soon as feasible. Addi-
tional fields will offer graduate 
work for a major for the master's 
degree when faculty time and 
other facilities are available. In 
some areas in which we do not 
offer graduate wol1k, the demand 
is considerable. 
Dur.ing the past several years Hatfield "Zip" Brubeck, 1937, sical education, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
the National Scieµce Founda- former State Senator, now res- Jules Rivlin, A.B., 1940, M.A. 
tion has granted approximately taurant owner. University of P.i-btsburgh. Soldier, 
$80,000 a year to support the Lt. Col. William "Bill" C. Dep- p at r i o t, and head baske~ll 
improvement of teachers of the pen, A.B., 1938, director of Air coach at Marshall University. 
physical sciences and mathema- Force ROTC, . Miami University Charles Ward, A.,B., director 
tics in the secondary schools. An at ~ 0rd, ?h~0 -,, of physical education, Pompano 
additional g•rant of $15,000 to WHliam 'Bill Sc O t t, A.B., Beach Fla and presently head 
$20,000 a year has been received 1939, director of Student Union, coach' of basketball Newberry 
from the United States Office University of Massachusetts at College, S. C. ' 
of Education for the improve- herst, Mass. 
ment of guidance teachers for the Joseph Beasley, 1941, address 
second,ary s,chools. unknown. Last heard of he was 
'l_'he Graduate School recog- a Lt. Col. in the U. S. Air Force. 
nizes its responsibility to the In 1941, Joe Beasley took •part 
and competed in 35 intramural 
state of West Virginia as a tax- sport activities. 
supported institution to make Joseph G. Bry,ant, lMS, in 1954 
available a superior quality pf 
graduate education. In the train-
ing of people for serv1ce in edu-
U. S. Army. 
Harold Moss e ;r, A.B., 194'7, 
M.A., 195-1, coach and director of 
Physical Education at Fort Lau~ 
cation at all levels, and for in- derdale, Fla. 
dustry, business, research, and George Everett Surgeon, A.B., 
the professions its contribution is 11946, from Barboursville earned 
notable. his doctorate and now teaching 
in Maryland. 
Charles "Ol.uck" Fie 1 d son, 
A.B,. 1950, M.A., 11>54, head coach 
and a t h 1 e t i c director at High 
School, Miami, Fla. 
Velors Keifer, A.iB., 1958, 
teacher and .physical director, 
Chestertown, Md. 
Curtis B. Trent, A.B., Marshall, 
LL.B., University of West Vir-
ginia, executive assistant to 
Governor Barron. 
Alfred Ferguson, A.B., 1959, 
iMarshall, LL.P., 1962, West Vir-
ginia University, now ,practicing 
law with law firm of Dingess 
and Flynn. 
Lab School Dates Sack 67 Years! James Van Zant, 1947, famous sports official and now sports editor of Williamson newspaper. 
The above list is but a ff!W, of 
the many, who passed through 
my hands that I can recall. How-
ever I do know this; I have not 
heard of a single boy who has 
failed in his life's work while 
here at the University or in their 
chosen field of endeavor. 
Marshall University Laboratory 
School is the only fully state-
supported la'boratory school in 
West Virginia which provides 
educational experiences from 
kindergarten t h r o u g h grade 
-twelve. The school came into be-
ing in 1896 as a fourth grade 
group of five .. girls taught by 
Mrs. Mabel Brown. Today is has 
grown to a maximum enrollment 
of 370 students and it is staffed 
by 28 teachers. 
The Laboratory School has a 
dual purpose: (1) to provide for 
professional laboratory exper-
iences in the ,teacher education 
program, and (2) to provide a 
well-rounded program of educa-
tion for the students of the lab-
oratory school. 
The faculty considers It essen-
tial that each person be provided 
with every opportunity for the 
fullest realization of his capaci-
ties. They believe that subject 
matter should be considered as 
a means to an end, rather than 
an end in itself, and that the 
school should be as much con-
cerned with what it d9es to the 
student as with what the stu-
dent does to the sbbjects taught. 
The elementary division of .the 
school has a Model Rating and 
the secondary division is a mem-
,ber of the N'Orth Central Asso-
ciation and is classified as First-
Class. 
The faculty recognizes the. re-
sponsibility for k e e p in g the 
school curriculum geared to the 
demands of the present time. Al-
ternative curriculums are mea-
sured and studied as are effec-
tive processes of teaching. With 
the approval of the faculty, new 
materials and me.thods of teach-
ing are introduced on the basis 
of an analysis of the needs of 
the students. 
The lab9ratory school is main-
tained by Marshall to provide 
professional laboratory · exper-
iences for undergraduate stu-
dents. To achieve this goal, the 
faculty of the laboratory school 
and university personnel cooper-
ate in planning the teacher edu-
cation program. The supervision 
and evaluation of the program is 
a joint responsibility of both 
groups. 
George Brackman, A.B., 1949, 
Ashland Oil executive at Mt. 
Sterling, Ky. 
·Wiilliam Carter in business, 
Russell, Ky. 
Edward P i e r c e, A.B., 1948, 
In the junior year university 
students are enrolled in special 
methods classes, ,taught by the 
laboratory school staff. F.ach stu-
dent is taught the methods of in-
struction in his special field of 
teaching. Students teach in the 
classes of the methods instructor 
and gain first-hand knowledge of 
good learning techniques in a 
desirable teaching environment 
under favorable learning condi-
tions. This prepares the teacher 
for full~time student teaching in 
the public schools for one semes-
ter during the senior year. 
revenue officer, u. s. Treasury, Home Ee. Expands 
Department of Internal Revenue. 
The laboratory sch o o I staff 
•David Conner, Jr., 1·948, teach~ 
er in Maryland. 
John Sayre, A.B:, 1'961, direc-
tor of development and alumni 
affairs at Marshall University. 
Carl York, A.B., 1954, coach 
and director of athletics, Fair-
-land High School, Proctorville, 
Ohio. 
maintains contact with the stu- Paul Fitzgerald, A.,B., 1951. 
dent after he begins his full-time successful businessman at St. 
student t e a C h i n g experience. Petersburg, Fla. 
Supervising teachers from the Dr. Roy Edwards, A.B., 1942, 
public schools and the laboratory M.A., 1952, a little package of 
school staff work cooperatively . dynamited that directed 53 sports 
to provide the best possible ex- at the . university, now a doctor 
periences for the s t u d e n t. A of phychiatry in Huntington. 
Home ecQnomics ,today is a far 
broader subject than the usual 
concept of "cooking a·nd sewing." 
It includes nutrition; selection, 
use and care of var.ious commo-
dities in the home; relationships; 
management of family resources; 
c h i l d care and development; 
housing and home furnishings. 
Since 1943, the Home Econo-
mics Department has met re-
quirements and been approved 
for the preparation of teachers in 
vocational h o m e e,conomics. It 
also gives sponsorship and lead-
ership to the Future Homemakers 




the more important seminar meeting with the labor-
provided are the fol- atory school staff is provided 
Edward Brookover, A.B., 1952, 
coach and teacher, Garrettsville 
High School, Garrettsville, Ohio. 
Curriculums in dietetics and 
secondary education offer pre-
paration for further s.tudy pre-
vious to employment as teachers, 
supervisors, 4-H Club 1 e a d ·e r s, 
home demonstrators, home eco-
nomists in industry and institu-
tional dieticians. 
During the junior year, the col-
lege student is assigned to a lab-
oratory school teacher for obser-
vation and participation in the 
classroom. Opportunity is pro-
vided for first experiences in 
teaching as well as the chance to 
observe ~ood learning and teach-
ing techniques under the super-
vision of well-trained instructors. 
near the close of the student 
teaching period. 
The future of Marshall's Lab-
oratory School is closely related 
John Marcum, A.B., 1953, busi-
nessman at Kermit, W. Ve. 
,M a s i 1 Maynard, A.<B., 1959, 
coach at Holden, W. V',a. 
to the future of the Teachers 
C ll An Carl Mc Me 1 on, A.B., 1954, 
o ege. expanding university form~r coach now in business at 
enrollment emphasizes the need West Palm Beach, Fla. 
lfor additional .facilities in the 
laboratory ~chool 
Noel H. Riffe, A.B.. 1953, 
teacher at Lester, W. Ve.. 
A non-professional preparation 
is offered .to .provide background 
of a general nature in fields of 
journalism, clothing and design 
or interior design. 
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Gridiron Greats Add To State's Fame 
Marshall University not only 
has contributed to the state's 
progress scholastically, but 
some of the Big Green's foot-
ball stars have given Moun-
tain State grid fans something 
to cheer about. 
,Marshall University has had 
many football g r e a •t s down 
through the years, dating back 
to the early 1900's. 
' One of the earliest and one 
of the greatest to wear the 
Green and W ,h i t e was "Cy" 
Young. Cy was a triple-threat 
man from the opening whistle. 
He was a passer, ball carrier 
and a drop kicker and he ran 
100 yards in 9.8 seconds. 
After two years at Marshall, 
Cy transferred· to Washington 
and Lee where he continued his 
grididon exploits. He later be-
came athletic director at Wash-
ington and Lee and was named 
to the Football Hall of Fame 
in 1958. 
Marshall had one of the 
nation's I e a d i n g scorers In 
1916. Bradley Workman scor-
ed 15 touchdowns for 90 points 
and was considered one of the 
state's best passers and run-
ners. 
In 1924 another star came to 
the Marshall c~mpus. If rec-
ords had been kept in these 
early days, Frank "Red" Crist 
would undoubtedly be one of 
Marshall's all-time greats. This 
young man did almost every-
thing with the football as he 
led the Thundering Herd to 
many victories. 
In 1 9 2 7 the Thundering 
Herd came up with another 
star who was to become one of 
Marshall's greats. As a fresh-
man f u 11 b a c k, Tom Stark 
scored 84 points. He was se-lect-
ed as a member of the all-con-
ference team three of his four 
years at Marshall. 
The "Sheik of Seth", better 
known as John Zontini, was 
probably one of the two great-
est backfield men to ever wear 
the Green and White. The era 
of Zontini brought winning 
football to Marshall as it had 
never been seen before. Zon-
tini g a i n e d 866 yards as a 
freshman. From this point on, 
he was a marked man. But 
despite this, "The Sheik" led 
the Thundering Herd in scor-
ing and yards gained in his 
four years at Marshall. He was 
chosen as a member of the 
all-conference team during aU 
four years of his college career. 
He passed up a career in pro-
fessional football for a fling 
at pro baseba.11. 
Following the Zontini era 
another Marshall star named 
Herb Royer quarterbacked the 
Herd to two Buckeye Confer-
ence championships and was 
chosen as a member of the all-
conference team t w i c e. The 
Royer-led team compiled Mar-
shall's first undefeated season 
since 1919. Herb later served 
as Marshall's h e a d football 
c~ach for six years. 
Another nationally - ranked 
scoring leader led the Herd in 
1938. Everett "Boots" Elkins 
was the nation's fifth leading 
scorer and boosted Marshall to 
two more Buckeye Conference 
championships. 
The greatest football years 
in MarshaJl's h is to r y were 
1939-1941. Marshall's on_ly two-
time All-American, and prob-
·ably the greatest player to ever 
wear the Green and Whi<te was 
Jackie Hunt. Hunt's 27 touch-
downs in the 1940 season still 
stands as one of the nation's 
all-time highs. Grantland Rice, 
famed dean of A m e r i c a n 
Sportsw,riters, said of Jackie, 
''For all around ability i doubt 
that there is a better back in 
the nation than Jackie Hunt." 
He stiH holds all of Marshall's 
football scoring records. 
During the great years of 
Jackie Hunt, many outstand-
inr linemen were performinr 
for Marshall. However, they 
rirhtly took a back seat to the 
great Hunt. Many of them went 
on to become great stars in 
their own rights in the pro 
ranks. Among the stars were: 
Norm Willey, for years a star 
end for the Philadelphia Eag-
les; Ed Ulinski, lineman for 
the Cleveland Browns; Frank 
Huffman, lineman w I t h the 
Chicaco Cards; Jim Plarcy, star 
of the Chlcaro Rockets and the 
Chicaro Homets; and Frank 
"Gunner" Gatski, outstanding 
center of the C l e v e la n d 
Browns. 
Marshall had two more na-
tionally ranked scoring stars 
in 1947. Marv Wetzel ranked 
ninth and Chuck Fieldson 
r a n k e d 16th in the nation. 
These tiwo led the team to a 
great season that was climaxed 
by an invitation to the Tan-
gerine Bowl. 
,Marshall's next football star 
was end Jim Swierczek. Jim 
was one of the na<tion's lead-
ing pass receivers for two of 
his three varsity years at Mar-
shall. He h e 1 d all of the 
school's pass receiving records 
until the 1'962 season. Jim was 
undoubtedly one of the school's 
greatest pass receivers. 
Teaming with Swierczek in 
1951 was Ogden Thom a s. 
Thomas led the team in offense 
with a total of 967 yards and 
was the team's leading passer. 
Len Hellyer, an outstanding 
fullback, would have to be 
considered as one of the great 
BASKKETBALL, like football, has produced many great athletes 
at Marshall University who have heaped honor and Jlory upon 
their school and the State of West Virginia. 
runners. As a junior Len pick-
ed up 737 yards rushing and 
252 yards receiving. He was 
chosen to the A\11-American 
team twice. He was drafted by 
•the Cleveland Browns, but had 
to give up the sport due to a 
knee injury. 
In recent years Marshall has 
had many stars who could be-
come all-time gr e a ts. Only 
time will tell. 
Among the more recent ones 
are: Wilson Lathan, member of 
the International Football Lea-
gue; Millard Fleming, Ottawa 
Roughriders' star; Dixon Ed-
wards, another Roughriders' 
player; Bob Maxwell, Minne-
sota V i k i n g s team member; 
Bob Hamlin, who broke Mar-
shall's total offense records; 
and Jim Cure, who is already 
one of Marshall's greatest pass 
receivers and will be around 
for two more seasons. 
These are only a few of the 
recent stars. Th ere wm be 
many more following in their 
footsteps. 
Cage Stars Brighten Marshall's History 
A little more than half a 
century of basketball at Mar-
shall has produced a host of 
greats who have done their 
school and their state proud. 
Officially Marshall b e g a n 
playing basketball competi-
tively in 1906-07 under the 
coaching of L. B. Crotty-but 
on,ly one game was played that 
s e a s o n and the Green and 
White 1-0st that one to the Taw 
Athletic Club of Charleston. 
In fact, Marshall's basketball 
teams 1 i m p e d along on the 
hardwood for- about 25 years 
before they achieved national 
recognition for their prowess. 
By the 1929 season, the· Big 
Green had arrived, racking up 
a 1,2-3 r e c o r d with Ramey 
Hunter 1 e a d i n g the scorers 
with 179 points. 
Under the guidance of the 
g r e a t Cam Henderson, Mar-
shall soared into prominence 
during the thirties. In 1935 and 
1'936 the Big Green could boast 
of such greats as Bill Vest, 
"Chub" W a t s o 'n and George 
Ayresman, ·who led their team 
to winning seasons. In 1936 
these three cagers were named 
to the All-Buckeye Coruerence. 
The year 1937 saw a "whiz" 
from Wheeling, named Jule 
Rivlin, swishing points throurh 
the hoops to finish as the sec-
ond highest scorer in the na-
tion. Rivlin made All Confer-
ence that year. In 1937 he 
racked up a total of 138 po~ts 
in 10 games, while in 1938 he 
scored 363 points. In 1939-1940 
he made the LitUe All-Ameri-
can team. 
All-Conference honors not 
only went to Riv in 19:ul-39, 
but to Jack Morlock and Yost 
Cunningham. W it h Riv and 
Mor.lock pacing the victories 
in 1009-40, the team finished 
the season with an impr1!$Sive 
26-3 record. One of the vic-
tories, a 60-26 win o v e r 
C.C.N.Y., proved to be one of 
the greatest triumphs in Mar-
shall's history. Morlock broke 
the all-time scoring record on 
,C.C.N.Y.'s home court with 36 
,points--more than the entire 
New Yo:rk team could garner. 
W h e n Marsh-all's starting 
five waliked off the floor it 
was accorded an ovation that 
no visiting team had received 
in years. Rivlin, of course, led 
the Big Green's scoring punch 
that season by dunking 363 
points. 
.. In 1945-46 Cap Hall led Mar-
shall's scoring with 572, while 
Andy Tonkovich, great back-
court ace, was s e c o n d with 
494, 
1947 was Marshall's basket-
ball year as the cagers won· 
the NAIB Tournament in Kan-
sas City, Mo., to become the 
nation's small college cham-
pions. Members of that aquad, 
who won All-American honors, 
were Bill Hall, who scored 27 
points in the final tournament 
rame, Gene James and Ton-
kovich. 
In 1918 the great Tonkovich 
again was named to the All-
American squad. 
The 1950s brought to Mar-
shall great 'players like Walt 
and Ed Walawae, Cebe Price, 
C h ~ r 1 e y Slack, Hal Greer, 
Sonny ALlen, Leo Byrd and 
others. 
Walowac, the 5-11 Logan 
whiz, is one of the all-time 
greats who led the Big Green's 
fast break for four years and 
scored 1,-982 points, or an -aver-
age of 20.9 in 95 games. Walt 
was a team player and middle-
, man on the fast break. He un-
doubtedly could have scored 
more points, but chose to feed 
the ball to his teammates at 
every opportunity. 
Coach Henderson r -a n k e d 
Walowac as the thi.rd best 
player he ev\!r coaohed. Rank-
ed first was the flash, Jule 
Rivlin; and, in second spot, was 
,Bill Barrett, Cam's midget star 
at Davis & Elkins. 
During Walowac's third year 
he was named to the Helms 
Sm a 11 College All-American 
team and, in his final year, 
he scored 548 p o i n t s in 21 
games and ended the season 
with a 26-point average. 
Charley Slack was not only a 
creat offensive player, but a 
defensive one, too, leadinr the 
nation's cagers in rebounding 
in 1954-55. Bis averare was a 
fabulous 26.4 rebounds. He 
finished second in team scor-
ing to Cebe Price, who tallied 
. 416 points, with 407. Three 
members of that year's squad 
made the Mid-American Con-
ference team: Slack, Price and 
Bal Greer. 
Cam Henderson left Marshall 
in 1,955 wi4h a total of 365 
wins against 155 losses. He was 
named "Coach of the Year" by 
the West Virginia Sportswrit-
ers, and honored by being se-
lected for West Virginia Hall 
of Fame and the Helms Foun-
dation National Hall of Fame. 
The great Cam Henderson died 
on May 3, 1956. He will al-
ways be remembered as one 
of Marshall's greatest. 
Hal Greer leaped inito prom-
inence under the new head 
coach, Jule Rivlin. In 1956 
Greer, the first Negro to play 
baU for the Big Green, won 
the nation's second highest col-
lege scoring honor. In 1958 he 
was the team's leading re-
bounder and the second high-
est scorer. He currently is a 
star in the pro ranks, playing 
for the Syracuse Nats. 
Another g r e a t, Leo Byrd, 
,broke the reco'rd book wide 
open. In his freshman year he 
set a new record by averaging 
37.3 points per game. 
In the 1958-59 season Byrd 
broke ·three Bir Green rec-
ords and the same number in 
the MAC. His 704 points set a 
new high for a single season, 
e d ring Walowac's previous 
high by 6 poin~ He scored 
-1,695 points in three years, thus 
topping Cebe Price's 1,449. 
Byrd was named to most of 
the All-American second teams 
in 1958-59. 
These are most of the top 
stars that have played their 
hearts out for the Green and 
White. Unsung, but cheered 
...along the way, have been many 
other Marshall players who 
were eclipsed by the Rivlins, 
the Byrd.s, or the Walowacs-
yet they helped to make Mar-
shall a powerhouse on the bas-
ketball courts for many years. 
There will be others to fol-
low who will write new pages 
in the history books of great 
athletes a t _Marshall Univer- · 
sity. 
NEW INSTRUCTOR 
Sfs. Walter A. Figge has been 
assigned by 20th U.S. Army 
Corps to the Army ROTC In-
structor Group at Marshall Uni-
versity. His last assignment was 
in Korea. 
Figge's wife and son, Andrew 
H., 12, reside at Berea, Ohio. 
8 .JOIN SPE 
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity 
has aotivated eight new mem-
bers. They are Bruce Belcher, 
Walter Smittle, Bert Grimm, Ir-
vin Bridgewater, Roger Fortner, 
Phil Farthing, Ohris Cremeans 
and Charles Sigmon. 
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MU's Physical Fitness 
Program Started Long 
Before SO-Mile Hikes 
"West Virginia with her picturesque scenery, beautiful moun~ 
tains and streams, and healthful climate furnishes a splendid resort 
for all those in quest of re.st a1td recreation and nothing is more 
desirable than a stroll along some of our crystal streams in search · 
of the speckled tr-0ut or gamey bass, or a hunting camp on some 
mountain crest," according to James M. Callahan in his book "Semi-
Centennial History ~f West Virginia". 
This description gives us the ---------------
setting for much of. the physical the pale face to the ruddy, from 
activity of the early West Vir~ the dragging walk to . the quick 
ginian. H u n t i n g and fishing lively step, from the flabby mus-
were necessities providing the cle to the solid, and from . the 
essentials for living; and the passive, lifeless, unsociable dis-
physical exertion necessary to position to one of life, cheerful-
combat the rough terrain · satis- ness and buoyancy of spirits was 
-fied his need for physical acti- .remarkable and a matter of 
vity. general comment." 
The industrial revolution ell- The catalogue of 1905 states 
maxed by the age of automation that .athletics have taken a place 
has gradually changed the pat- along side other b r a n c h e s of 
tern of living. From the "natu- school work and that the new 
ral" activities mentioned above gymnasium will provide a facil-
there has been a gradual deve- ity for exercise· indoors. 
lopment of a physical education With the acceptance of athle-
program. In the Marshall Col- tics as part of the school pro-
lege Catalogue of 1875-76, the gram, it increased rapidly and 
following announcement was with it a parallel development 
made: and emphasis upon physical edu-
"A good gymnasium has been cation and'· recreation. 
erected to secure healthful daily Today Marshall has an exten-
exercise, and recreation for all sive program designed to aid 
male students--ample c r o q u e t the student to achieve physical 
,grounds and daily walks under fitness. The university partici-
the supervision of lady teachers, pates in intercollegiate athletics 
furnish opportunities for the with varsity teams in football, 
exercise and recreation of female basketball, wrestling, track and 
pupils." field, golf, tennis, and baseball. 
In the catalogue of 1896-97, this The intramural prog~am, un-
announcement appeared: "The der the d i re. c t i o n of Otto 
use of to,bacco in any form on ''Swede" Gullickson, is one of 
the school grounds, will be re- the largest in the nation. In the 
garded s u ff i c i en t reason for year of 1961-62 there were 140 
dropping the name of the pupil activities with 5,172 contests and 
from the roll." In the same cata- ' 22,525 participations. 
logue, a description by the build- "The university requires one 
ings and grounds points out that year of physical education for 
the eastern portion of the lot, each student. In addition to these 
about 5 acres, is set apart as programs Marshall University 
exercise g r o u n d s for the boys has approximately 200 men and 
such as baseball, football, etc., women who are preparing to be-
the _ladies having their tenriis come specialists and teachers in 
grounds nearer the dormitory. the area of health and physical 
With the .be g i n n in g of the education. 
twentieth century there is an in- The health and physical edu-
creased emphasis on physical fit- cation program is housed in a 
ness and we find this announce- $1.9 milli.on facility which con-
ment in the 1902 Miar-shall Col- tains four gymnasiums, one large 
lege Cataliogue: olympic swimming pool, lockers 
"With 16 acres of land almost and showers for 1500 students, 
entirely level ... the advantages a modern health service under 
in the way of outdoor sports is the supervision of a full time 
rare in deed; and the baseball medical doctor and nurse, the 
diamond, the football goals, the At h 1 e t i c Department, and the 
c r o q u e t court, three tennis Military Science I>epartment. 
courts, and the golf ltnks all at- The athletic training room is 
test to the use to which students well e q u i p p e d wit!i a steam 
put these splendid opportunities." room, several whirlpool baths, 
Recently in a presidential mes- massage tables, and heat therapy 
sage concerning the physical fit- machines. The physical therapy 
ness of youth, Pl'esident ·Ken- gym is a special feature in the 
nedy recommended that ea c h building. This room is equipped 
school "provide a minimum of for individual therapy and exer-
15 minutes of vigorous activity cising. 0 the r features of the 
every day for •all pupils." building include a rifle range, 
In the Marshall College Cata- 14 classrooms and eight. dressing 
logue of 1903 there are a number rooms in addition to the main 
of reminders concerning recrea- lockers, a · dormitory room with 
tion and rest, one of wliich is a capacity for 30 persons, and 
"take at least 15 minutes of dressing room areas for faculty, 
vigorous exercise each day." teams and students. 
Also in the 1903 c at a I O g u e Playing f i e 1 d s adjoin the 
there is this report concerning Health and Physical Education 
athletics and physical culture, Building and include a football 
"Next year, 1903-04, we want practice field, intramural fields, 
several football teams, several four tennis courts and a track. 
baseball teams, and golf, tennis The health and physical edu-
and croquet players by the score. cation program has paralleled 
The athletic association came out the growth of the university. A 
$37.SO ahead last year and it can minor program in graduate work 
come out $150 ahead next year.. in health and physical education 
Let all our boys look out for is offered and a major field in 
good athletic boys while looking graduate work is anticipated in 
out for students ·each summer the near future. 
vacation. The future _holds prospects for 
"The effect on the young ladies further development in the areas 
of their basketball playing was of health, p h y s i ca 1 education, 
phenomenal. The change from athletics, and recreation. 
THE PARTHENON 
Da1dng f1courages lnterpretatio11 
CREATIVE DANCE is Just one of the many courses offered in the 
Physical Education Department. The courses are_ desiped to 
encourage poise, grace, posture~ and rhythm. 
Four Gain Fullbrights 
Role Of Language Unit 
Is Training Of Teachers 
One of the principal contribu-
tions of the d e p a r t rn e n t s of 
·French, Spanish and Classical 
Languages to the life· of the state 
is the preparation of language 
teachers. 
At the present time, more than 
fifty Marsha,11 s,tudents are ma-
jor.ing in French with a majority 
of this n u m b e r preparing to 
teach the language .. 
Four graduates of Marshall 
have obtained Fulbright grants 
and have studied in France. ·one 
of the four, Nancy Lee Allen 
Calms of Moundsville, gradu-
ated from Marshall in 1955 and 
is now in Paris doing research 
there for her doctorial disserta-
tion. 
instruction. Teachers may also 
b o r r o w from the department 
books, tape sand mimeographed 
copies of Spanish songs. 
'l'he Department of Classical 
Languages considers its most 
important task to be the · pre- · 
paration of Latin teachers. 
Last year, the Marshall Pilace-
merit Office had more than sixty 
calls for Latin te.aohers. Marshall 
had only one ready. 
To encourage high school Latin 
students, the .Miarshall chapter 
of Eta Sigma Phi, n a t i o n a 1 
honorary classics fraternity, gives 
each year a silver medal to the 
best Latin student in each state 
high school that has a four 
year program o! Latin. 
Letters go out from the de-
partment two or three times a 
year to the Latin teachers of the 
state, with news in the field, 
suggestions for classes and no-
tic-es of activities such as sum-





Marshall University h e l p e d 
launch a century once before. In 
1863, when West Virginia's state-
hood began, the small academy 
that was to become the univer-
sity we know today had already 
'been in existence ;for 25 years. In 
these first 100 years, Marshall 
has continually made a signifi-
cant contritbution to the growth 
of our state by offering West Vir-
ginia· youth the education so 
necessary to progress and so vital 
in the development of the state's 
potential. 
The excitement of launching a 
second 'century of progress is 
being felt by many at Marshall 
who are interested in seeing our 
university add a new dimension 
in our service to West Virginia. 
.'Research,: Board Named 
Already several different acti-
vities are in progress which in-
dicate the growing enthusiasm 
at Marshall to accept the new 
century's challenge for produc-
tion rese·arch. 
The Marshall University Re-
search Board has been appointed 
to stimulate and encourage scho-
larly research and publication. 
In the fulfillment of this purpose 
it endeavors to create a .climate 
of research and help individual 
faculty members in the achieve-
ment of a particular project. 
Under the a1,1sp.ices of the Re-
search Board, a Research !Fund 
has been· established in the Mar-
shall Foundation to be used for 
implementing the purposes of 
the -Board. This fund is being 
supported by citizens of Hunt-
ington as well as present and 
former members of the Marshall 
faculty and alumni. 
Research Center Proposed 
The multimillion dollar Cen-
tral Ohio V,alley Research Cen-
ter being proposed by Marshall 
University, which would conduct 
esearch for industry, business, 
governmental agencies and the 
university, could be a tremen-
dous aid to the further developo 
ment of the tri-state area. · 
We know that the progress 
West Virginia will make in her 
-Marshall's o t h e r Fulbright 
scholars are Agnes Porter of 
Charleston, class of 1954, who 
studied a year at the University 
of Poitiers and is now studying 
for her doctorate in French at 
the University 9f Illinois; Jo-
anner J e ff r i es of Clarksburg, 
c1ass of 1957, who spent two 
years in France, one at the Uni-
versity of Rennes and one at the 
University of Besancon, and i,s 
now studying linguistics at the 
University of Texas, and Gloria 
Brothers of Huntington, class of 
1000, who studied at the Univer-
sity of Riennes. 
English Institutes 
Se,:ving Teachers 
· · second century . will continue to 
depend in a large. measure upon 
aggressive, imaginative leader-
ship from her institutions of 
higher learning. Annual English Institutes, as 
a service to teachers of English 
in the public schools of West Vir-
ginia, especially in the six coun-
ties adjacent to Marshall, are 
presented by the Department of 
Eng 1 is h in conjunction with 
Teacher's College. 
Each of the Fulbright scholars, 
after their study abroad, returned 
to Marshall and their home com-
munities to a d d r es s various 
gatherings concerning their ex-
periences in France. 
In addition to its regulu lan-
guage instruction, the Depart-
ment of Spanish is serving West 
Virginia by providing a program 
of assistance to Spanish teachers 
in service in bhe state. 
In the spring of 11961, the de-
partment had a language work-
shop, taught on Saturday morn-
ings by Juan C. Fors, professor 
of Spanish, in which high school 
,teachers were given an inten-
sive refresher course to increase 
their fluency and to demonstrate 
the latest techniques in language 
teaching. 
The department also has a 
consultation s e r v i c e for high 
school teachers who seek advice 
about planning their program of 
Tpe first Institute was pre-
sented in 1000, and consisted of 
five workshop conferences for 
senior high s c h o o 1 English 
teachers. Last year, three ses-
sions were scheduled for junior 
high teachers. 
Next year's p ,1 a n s for the 
Fourth Ann u a 1 Institute con-
cern the t e a c h i n g of Shake-
speare's plays. Teachers f,rom all 
levels of public schoof teaching 
iWill be invited, and discussions 
of individual p I a y s of Shake-
speare will be led by .members 
of the MarshaH En-glish Depart-
ment. 
The purpose of the Institute, 
since its inception has been to 
provide English teachers an op-
portunity to e:irehange ide~ on 
basic problems in bhe teaching 
of their subject. 
Our central purpos·e as a uni-
versity has a 1 w a y s been and 
should remain the search for 
truth and the dissemination of 
knowledge. In the past our task 
as educators has ,been directed 
t o w a r d this goal primarily 
through our - teaching efforts.:_ 
organizing a n d consolidating 
knowledge, reflecting and deduc-
ing principles. Now the t ime has 
come to take on the additional 
responsibility to expand our ef-
forts in the direction of research, 
to ,build in ourselves and our stu-
dents an active curiosity for the 
unknown facts ,that await our 
discovery. 
There is much to he done--all 
of it plain, solid, sober work. But 
if only a few can keep their eyes 
on the -goal and will work -for it 
in their own ways faithfully, 
quietly and with good judgment, 
they will earn ·the thanks of their 
contemporary W es t Virginians 
and of those in every century to 
come. 
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BABBOU&-For Philip Pen-
delton Barbour, jurist of Vir-
ginia. Pbillppl-Same as county. 
BE&KEJ,EY-Fo r Nomorne 
Berkeley, colonial governor of 
V, i r .gin i a. Martlnsburr-Col 
Thomas Bryan Martin, nephew 
of Lord Halifax. 
BOONE-For Daniel Boo n e, 
noted frontiersman. Madison-
President James Madison or 
Madison Peyton, early coal 
operator. 
BRAXTON-For Carter Brax-
ton, Virginia statesman an~ sign-
er of the Declaration of Inde-
pendence. Sutton--.John David-
son Sutton, early settler. 
BROOKE--.For Robert Brooke, 
governor of Virginia. Wellsburr 
-Alexander Wells, son-in-la;w of 
Charles Prather, founder of the 
town. 
CABE~For W i 11 i am H. 
C a !b e 11, governor of Virginia. 
H11Dtlnrton-Collis P. Hunting-
ton, C & · 0 Railroad president. 
CALHOUN-For John C. Cal-
houn, South Carolina statesman. 
Grantsville-Gen. U l y s s e s S. 
Grant, Prelrident of the United 
States. 
CLAY--.For Henry Clay, Ken-
tucky statesman. Clay-Same as 
county. 
D O D D R J D G E--For Philip 
Doddridge, Virginia lawyer and 
statesman. West Union-Direc-
tion town formed from original 
site. 
FAYETl'E- For Marquis de 
Lafayette, ,Fr e n c h nobleman. 
Fayetteville-Same as county. 
GILMER-For Thomas Walker 
Gilmer, governor of Virginia and 
secretary of the Navy. Glenville 
-Glen in which _located. 
GRANT-For Gen. Ulysses S . 
Grant, President of the United 
States: Petersburr--.J acob Peter-
son, German colonist and store-
keeper. 
::ie_.oowtLL --.__ ( 1eJ1 , '-. __... ,,. 
) 1858 • ~- f • • ✓ \J 
I WELCH A . \ ,'-" ...... 
\ """- PRJtlCI:TON • / 
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PREPARED BY THE MARSHALL UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY 
brier River, named for the green- Named as a contraction of Fair white caps. Wheelinr-Indian for Summers County lawyer or for 
brier plant. Lewisbur&'-Samuel Mountain. place of the skull. Evan Hinton "the father of Sum-
Lewis, trustee of the town or MARSHALL-.For John Mar- PENDLETON-For Edmund mers County." 
Gen. Andrew Lewis of Battle of shall, Chief Justice. Moundsville Pendleton, United St a ,t es con- TAYWR--.For Sen. John Tay-
Point Pleasan·t. -Famous Grave. Creek Indian -gressman from Virginia, Frank- lor, of ,f ice r in Revolutionary 
BAMPSHIRE--.For Hampshire Mound. Un-Francis Eveck, an early set- Army. Grafton - John Grafton, 
County, England. .Romney-Port MASON-For George Mason, tier, possibly named for Benja- civil engineer who laid out rail-
of southern England. author of Virginia Constitution min Franklin. road route through site. 
HANCOCK-For John :Han- and framer of United States Con- P L E A S A N T S-For James TUCKER...;., For H en r y St. 
cock, ,first signer of Declaration stitution. Po In t Pleasant-For Pleasants, governor of Virginia George Tucker, Virginia states-
of Independence. New Cumber- pleasant point at junction of and congressman. St; Marys-.For man and jurist._ Parsons-Ward 
land-Named by John Cuppy. rivers. the Virgin Mary. Parsons owner of land on which 
HARDY~or Samuel Hardy, MCDOWELL-For James Mc- POCAHONTAS-For Pocahon- town was built. 
Virginia statesman. Moorefield- Dowell, governor of Virginia. tas, d a u g h t er of the Indian, TYLER,-.For Gov. John Tyler 
Conrad Moore, owner of town Welch-Capt. Isaiah A Welch, Powhatan. Marlinton~Formerly of Virginia and father of Presi-
site. Confederate army captain and Marlins' Bottom, for Jacob Mar- dent John Tyler. Middlebourne-
HARRISON - For Benjamin found~ of the city. lin an early settler. Middlepoint between Pennsyl-
Harrlson. governor of Virginia MER CE R,-.For Gen. Hugh •PRESTON-For James Patton vania and Kanawha salt wells 
and signer of Declaration of In- Mere er of Revolutionary War Preston, governor of Virginia and Ol' middle ,point between source 
dependence. · Clarksburg- Capt. period, killed at Pr in c e ,ton. soldier in War of 1812. Kinrwood and mouth of Mid d le Island 
William CI ark, of Lewis and Princeton-For Princeton, New -Camping spot on crown land Creek. 
Clark expedition or Gen. George Jersey. originally called "King's Woods". UPSHUR--For Abe 1 Parker 
Rogers Clark. ' 'MINERAL-For w ea l th of PUTNAM-For Gen. Is r a 11 Upshur, United States secretary 
.JACKSON-,For Gen. Andrew mineral resources. Keyser-Wil- Putnam, so Id i er of American of state. Backbannon ....... For Buck-
Jackson, President of United Iiam Keyser, vice president of Revolution. Winfield--Gen. Win- hannon River named for early 
States. Ripley - Harry Ripley, the B & 0 Railroad. f.ield Scott, officer in the Mexi- missionary, or of Indian origin. 
minister of the area. MINGO--For Indian -warrior can War. WAYN~or Gen. "Mad An-
.JEFFERSON-For Thomas Jef- of the Revolutionary period. Wil- RALEIGH-For Sir W a It er thony" Wayne of Revolutionary 
ferson, Pres id e ri t of United liamson-Wallace J , Williamson, Raleigh, soldier of fortune. Beck~ and Indian Wars. Wayne-&me 
States. CHARLES TOWN-Col. once owner of the town site. ley-Gen. Alfred Beckley, foun- as county. 
Charles Washington, brother of MONONGALIA- For Indian der of city and early settler. WEBSTER-For Daniel Web-
George Washington. meaning "river ol. the .crumbling RANDOLPH-.:.For Edmund ster, statesman and orator. Web-
KANAWHA _ F O r Kanawha banks". Morrantown-Col. Zack- Jennfogs Randolph, United States ster Sprinp -Combination of 
River, for Indian tribe that once quill M o r g a n , son of Mor-gan secretary of_ state and governor county name and sulphur ,springs 
lived along the stream. Charles- Mo r g an, the first p~manent of Virginia. Elkins--Sen. Stephen at site. 
ton-Charles Clendenin father of settler in West Virginia. Benton Elkins who founded the WETZ£L-..For Lewis Wetzel, 
early settler, George Clendenin. MONROE-For Pres i d en t town. Indian fighter. New Martinsville 
LEWIS-For Col. Ch a r I e s James Monroe. U n i o n-'Whe,re RJTCHJE-.For Th O m a s Rit- -Presley Martin, who laid out 
Lewis, killed in Battle of Point Union troops made rendezvous chie, · editor of the Richmond En- tile town. 
Pleasant. WestoD.--For •West Fork during 1ndian Wars, quirer. Harrisville-For the Har- WlltT--For William Wirt, law-
River or for the West family, MORGAN-For ?en, Daniel ris family, prominent ~arly set- yer, orator and author. Elisabeth 
early settlers M O r g an, Revolutionary hero. tiers, -Elizabeth Woodyard, •wi'fe of 
· . , Berkeley Sprinp--For William 
~COLN-Abraha?1 Lincoln, or Nor.borne Berkeley, governors ROANE-For Judge Spencer David Beauchamp. 
President of the United States. of Virginia. Roane of Virginia Supreme Court WOOD-For James Wood, gov-
H~Un-Hannibal ~amlin, vie~ NICHOLAS-For Wilson Cary of Appeals. S p e n e e· r--Judge ernor of Virginia. Parkel'llburl'-
presiden.t of the United S tates. Nicholas, governor of Virginia. Spencer Roane, for whom the Alexander Parker who owned the 
LOGAN-For Chief Logan of Summenville - J u d g e Lewis 
Mi I county was named. land. ngo ndians. Loran-&me as Su-mmers of Virginia Assembly 
county. who introduced b i 11 creating SUMMERS-For Geor~e W. WYOMING-For ·Indian tribe, 
MAJUON--.For Gen. Francis ~unty. Summers, statesman and jurist word means "large plains'. Pine-
GREENBRIER - For 
Marion, "Swamp Fox" of Revo- OHl~For Ohio River, Indian of Fayette and Kanawha Coun- vllle--Town site once covered by 
Green- lutionary War. Fa i rm on t- for beautiful river or river of ties. Hinton-For John Hinton, a pine foresL 
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